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PERSPECTIVE

This research project is an investigation of the 
application of multispectral techniques to diagnostic 
radiology, in particular to computed tomography. This 
is a rather broad topic; the actual specifics didn't 
completely evolve until the project had been underway.
As newly published research on closely related topics 
became available various changes were made to maintain 
currency, finally taking a form that placed heavy 
emphasis on digital information and image processing 
techniques, most of which being borrowed from remote 
sensing technology.

The research was done at The University of Arizona 
Health Sciences Center in conjunction with the Optical 
Sciences Center. All computer analysis was done on the 
Digital VAX 11/780 computer system present at the hospital 
with images generated on the General Electric CT/T model 
8800 CT scanner and the EMI model 5005 body scanner.

The largest single development problem was writing 
a program to interface image tapes written on the GE CT 
scanner to the VAX so that display and analysis could pro
ceed. The recoding problem was not a trivial one; 
different parameters such as normalization and dynamic



range had to be tailored to suit the video display system 
available and, as the tapes are written on Data General 
equipment, it was also necessary to correct for differences 
between DGC and DEC bit storage schemes. I would partic
ularly like to acknowledge the help given me by Drs, Volz 
and Blumenfeld at General Electric in Milwaukee.for 
proprietary information on tape architecture and many 
interesting discussions about bits; without this information 
decoding the tapes would have been like taking a shot in 
the dark.

Much of the organization of Appendix A was done 
by Dr. Tim Hunter, mostly along the lines of.putting the 
pieces together. Thanks also to Tim for medical insights 
that I didn't have and in general for being the MD 
influence of the project. On the image processing side 
(or "aspect" as they say) of the project, the proverbial 
candle was held by Dr. Bobby Hunt, who also had the task 
of being the final word as my advisor.

And finally, thanks to Sue Kinsey for recoding 
chicken scratches, lines, arrows, insertions, and deletions 
into legibly printed pages; and to Don and Kevin up in 
"Mission Control" for tolerance, expertise, and occasionally 
administering CPR to the system when I did something that 
possibly I shouldn't have....
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Modern science is very diversified. With the 
development of specialized fields of interest the.forefronts 
of each branch draw further and further from those of the 
others. In few instances a gap is closed— sometimes 
spectacularly and with momentous results, such as the 
unification of electricity and magnetism in the last 
century— -but for the most part, the rapid growth along 
newly developing lines of knowledge tends to increase this, 
diversity and make it more and more difficult to be 
generally well versed in science as a whole.

Although it is difficult to remain broadly based, 
it is an important perspective to maintain. Many times a 
discovery or development in one field has direct or 
indirect application to another; but in order to take 
advantage of this it is necessary to have sufficient 
knowledge of both fields to bridge the gap between them.

Medical imaging has become concerned of late with 
digital processing of radiographic images. Although 
digital techniques have been around for a while, it took 
the advent of computerized tomography to generate sufficient



interest (and need) to explore in depth the possibilities 
that digital processing affords. Now that interest has 
been, aroused, one of the first steps to broaden the tech
nology should be to explore other fields for usable or 
adaptable technologies,

One direction that may be chosen is. toward remote 
sensing. As the name suggests, remote sensing is a 
collection of technologies developed for the purpose of 
gathering information from great distances. It has direct
ly aided or made possible the monitoring and management of 
Earth's natural resources; identifying and classifying 
timber, crops, and mineral deposits by knowing and 
recognizing the optical Signatures they possess. Remote 
sensing comprises many of the technologies that make this 
possible; and, developing rapidly over the last decade, 
they, in turn, are dependent upon the development of 
navigation, telemetry and space flight systems, esoteric 
imaging systems, and coding and information processing 
techniques.

This study is concerned with the latter, in 
particular with algorithms and techniques developed for 
multispectral image analysis. • An attempt is made to 
generalize some of these techniques for use with



3
computerized tomography in diagnostic radiology. It is 
hoped that the availability of comprehensive digital video 
image processing will allow further progress beyond the 
present state of the art; and if nothing else, generate 
sufficient interest to pursue its possibilities further.



CHAPTER 2

COMPARISON
In generalizing a technology from one field to 

another it is necessary to ascertain the essential 
differences and similarities in context it will experience. 
Remote sensing and medical imaging are obviously different 
in many ways. To adapt multispectral techniques from the 
former to the latter we must decide what these essential 
differences are and which, if any, of them can be surmounted 
with reasonable effort.

A convenient place to start this comparison is 
with the nature of the information we are attempting to 
acquire. In a multispectral satellite study of the Earth 
the information is of reflectivity of the subject over a 
handful of relatively narrow radiation bands extending 
from the infrared to the ultraviolet. The acquired data' 
are dependent on a variety of external factors in addition 
to the spectral signature of the substances which make up 
the target area. Ground texture, camera angle, cloud 
cover and various weather conditions, atmospheric 
absorption and scatter, time of day, and even time of year 
are all contributing factors to the data that are recovered. 
Various techniques have been developed over the. last

4



fifteen or so years to surmount these problems, and with 
a great deal of success overall. improvements in 
algorithms, computer systems, models, display formats, 
acquisition technology, dnd information analysis techniques 
have allowed detailed analyses of Earth's resources from 
afar and similar analyses of various members of the Solar 
System from up close.

Radiological imaging suffers from its own list 
of stumbling blocks. The radiation used is inherently 
broad-band, and filtering down to a narrow-band distribution 
is not simple where possible, nor clinically desirable in 
most cases; all but a very small proportion of the radiation 
need be discarded, requiring an extremely high flux to 
get useful information. Furthermore, at low keV, patient 
absorption is very high, requiring a substantial increase . 
in dosage over this range.

Post-patient filtering is another possiblity, 
either by standard means or, where detectors other than 
film are used, by tailoring detector band pass. This 
method could allow lower flux, given that the detector is 
more efficient than a standard film/screen, but would dose 
■ the patient across the entire spectrum only to disgard 
most of the information afterward. A variation, and 
improvement, to this is a multiple detector system such 
as the split-detector described by Brooks, _et _al. This



allows two bands, rather than.one, to be recorded with 
each scan, reducing both necessary patient dose and 
filter manipulation.

A third alternative is a monochromatic source.
The invention of the laser twenty years ago dramatically 
filled this need for the visible spectrum; the game 
reception can be counted on for an X-ray laser when and 
if it, too, is developed. Until this happens, other
avenues must be explored. Two current research subjects

2 3are isotope sources and a secondary emmitter technique
wherein primary radiation excites X-ray fluorescence in
a secondary target. Both possibilities have promise,
but both suffer from overall low efficiency.

Along with the nature of the information we 
consider the nature of its source; the human body is 
not a surface, but a solid structure. The problems 
associated with this include overlap of one structure over 
another, secondary scatter, and beam hardening artifacts. 
Tomography is a partial solution to the first; however, 
the latter two are still significant considerations. .

Photons from secondary scatter processes carry no 
information that is usable for forming the image the 
radiologist seeks, yet they often account for as much as 
fifty percent or more of the photons leaving the body.
This is a problem that gets worse with increasing energy;



its source is almost exclusively Compton scattering, 
which gains dominance as energy increases above about 
35, key, and as energy increases further, continues to 
contribute greater amounts due to greater preferential 
scattering in the forward direction.

In plain film radiography an X-ray grid is used as 
a secondary collimator. Placed just in front of the 
film, between the film and the patient, it serves to 
eliminate photons that are not incident normally to the 
film with the rationale that these photons must be due 
either to secondary scatter or to primary scatter at a 
moderate, angle and as such are not wanted.

In computerized tomography, or CT, the acceptance 
angle of the detectors serves this function. For the model 
present at the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center 
an acceptance angle of three degrees and minor corrections 
in the reconstruction algorithm reduce the effects of 
this problem to tolerable levels.

In remote sensing, atmospheric scattering-— primarily 
of the Rayleigh sort— contributes to a loss of contrast 
and lower signal to noise ratio toward the blue end of the 
spectrum, and absorption in the near infrared makes imaging 
in that region difficult. Unlike radiographic imaging, 
the scattering is not caused by the object of interest 
(i.e. the planet's surface) but by something that is "in



the way.11 A common solution to these problems is then
either to broaden the bandwidth to get better noise
Conditions, look for atmospheric transmission "windows",

4or when feasible, avoid the suspect regions entirely.
Beam hardening, or spectral shift, is an effect

directly attributable to the nature of non-linear
attenuation of broad-band radiation. Elimination of the
artifacts caused by this effect is one of the prime
moving forces behind the development of multispectral

5 6analysis in radiology. ' As a broad-band X-ray beam 
traverses the body, the body tissues--particularly those 
with high atomic number substances such as bone— selective
ly remove the lower end of the spectral distribution 
leaving a beam of predominantly higher energy than before. 
This altered beam, because of its higher effective energy, 
penetrates the remainder of the distance with less relative 
attenuation making the remainder of the tissue appear less 
dense than it actually is. A monochromatic beam or a
multispectral technique such as that proposed by Alvarez

7and Macovski several years ago could reduce or eliminate 
this problem; the former because monochromatic beams do not 
show spectral shift, and the latter by separate expression 
of the predominant physical mechanisms that account for 
attenuation, allowing later calculation of the monochromatic 
attenuation coefficient at any given energy.
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In comparison, due to the reflective rather than 

transmissive nature of the subject, a remote scan of a 
surface suffers none of this spectral artifact. The use 
of multispectral analysis to eliminate the spectral shift 
in CT then constitutes a novel application of the technique. 
If successful, it should prove very helpful.

Subject motion is also a much greater consideration 
with radiology than with remote sensing. During the course . 
of a single scan of a planet both the scanning platform 
and the planet undergo very well defined precise predictable 
motion. This is very obviously not a Characteristic that 
can be associated with a radiology patient, who (if alive) 
breathes, has a beating heart, digests food, and in general 
undergoes a wide variety of small, mathematically 
unpredictable motions. While spatial warps are used 
successfully for remote sensing imagery, their utility for 
body-scan CT is hopeful at best, making a body a poor 
subject on these grounds alOne for a multispectral study 
that does not record all bands simultaneously.

Fortunately, however, as thinking does not engender 
physical-motion of the brain, head scans are one of the 
best subjects on which to perform such experiments, at 
least until it becomes feasible to record all bands 
simultaneously. We have chosen to do the research with
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head scans.partly for this reason and partly due to the 
wide range of structures and densities present in the head 
and the general availability of head scan subjects.

Overall, the greatest problems in our way are the 
inability to generate narrow-band radiation at specified 
energies and the necessity of waiting for an appropriate 
study to appear.

Choice of Proper Subjects
The choice of what is deemed "appropriate" is not 

altogether an easy one. One approach is to look at each 
available case with the hope that a pattern will emerge 
as certain types of pathologies prove more promising 
than others. This, of course, is very time consuming; 
particularly when it is the techniques that are in question
here, not the validity of the subjects.

8Kan, et al,, report that certain sarcomata tend to 
accumulate several high atomic number elements. In a 
study of the applicability of dual-kVp scanning on these 
subjects the authors note increased detectability of high 
Z elements suggesting that these sarcomata might be good 
subjects for further multi^kVp analysis. Further,
Latchaw, et al„̂ . note a statistical separability between 
gliomas, meningiomas, and metastases using a dual-kVp 
technique.
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The ability to distinguish physical characteristics 

normally not apparent has been demonstrated with multi- 
kVp analysis both in in vitro and in vivo; 9,10,11,12,13,14
however, the successful use of these techniques with 
analytical accuracy in vivo has yet to be firmly establish
ed. By broadening the range of multi-kVp techniques used 
in radiology and employing a heavier emphasis on digital 
image processing techniques it is hoped that greater 
sensitivity and versatility might be achieved, setting 
the stage for more comprehensive in vivo studies in the 
future.



CHAPTER 3

DESIGNING A SYSTEM 
It is recognized that most all the information in 

a set of multispectral scans is redundant. Picking out 
the information desired from all this redundancy can be 
a challenging task; looking back and forth between the 
several images is at best hopeful and only the most 
obvious details are likely to be extracted by such a 
method. Color coding is one approach that has been 
used as an aid to. perceiving differences; low medium 
and high energy scans being encoded into red, green and
blue respectively and superimposed in conventional 

10fashion. (Red, Green and Blue might not be the best 
choice for color coding coordinates. See Appendix C 
for a discussion of this topic.)

The ultimate purpose in designing a. system to 
perform the task of discerning specific information is a 
perceptually cluttered format is not to present an image 
which has the familiar aesthetic qualities normally 
attributed to a good picture; it is rather to present the 
information available in such a way as to maximize the 
perception of useful or desired information, thus making 
the decision process more foolproof. We want to locate,

12
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characterize and identify any pathology present; all else 
is peripheral. In pursuance of this we wish to minimize 
the extraneous information which may serve to clutter up 
the observer's perceptual channels.

Addressing the problem of redundancy between 
images there are several approaches:

Subtraction - a linear combination of two or more 
images into one or several new combinations rearranges 
the information. Although it is clear that with two 
images a subtraction yields the difference, when more 
than two images are present the best choice of linear 
combination becomes greatly more complex.

Ratioing - logarithmic subtraction. This is an 
improvement Over subtraction when constant or slowly 
varying multiplicative functions are in the way. Ratioing 
is a good solution to problems of uneven illumination.
It tends to accentuate quantization errors, however.

Parametric linear superposition - a class of 
operations wherein a linear combination of the images is 
chosen so as to maximize or minimize a certain criterion 
or to select for a certain characteristic. For example, 
an indicator of redundancy between images is the amount 
of correlation exhibited between them— the greater the 
correlation, the greater the redundancy, A linear super
position chosen to minimize this parameter (i.e., the



correlation) will therefore tend to minimize any redundancy 
present between images. A unitary transformation which 
decorrelates the covariance matrix will then serve the 
purpose of placing the information contained in the scans 
in such a way that each image consists of information not 
expressed in another..

Such a transformation is the Principal Components
decomposition where the unitary matrix is composed of the
Eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. This matrix
diagonalizes the covariance matrix; and when the images
are rotated by this matrix, their covariance becomes
diagonal too. The end result of this process is a set
of decorrelated image planes which are generally ordered
by decreasing variance (or, if variance is considered as
an indicator of such, by decreasing information content).
The format for display for this information can then be
chosen to suit the particular needs of the moment. With
a versatile computer system̂ , a color video display and
a hard-copy machine the possibilities are practically
endless, limited only by the imagination and abilities

*of a trained technologist to manipulate them,

*The University of Arizona Medical Center is 
equipped with a GE CT/T Model 8800, a DEC VAX 11/780 
Computer system and, although we do not yet have a color 
display available at the hospital, there is a black and 
white system which is capable of all but three color 
display and there are color systems elsewhere in the 
University.
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Principal Component Analysis, or PCA, is used

commonly in remote sensing applications where multispectral
+scanning is an everyday occurance. When monitoring 

the Earth, particularly its natural resources, a set of 
photographs of the same scene are taken, each at a different 
wavelength band. These bands generally span the distance 
between the far infrared and the ultraviolet. Analysis 
of these images proceeds along the lines of attempting 
(usually with a great deal of success) to extract the 
information held in the images themselves and that held 
in the differences between them. The techniques discussed 
above are a few of the primary tools used to achieve this 
goal. Further illustration and discussion of these 
techniques can be found in references 17-19.

Color and Spectral Information
When applying these tools to radiography it must 

be noted that colors do not exist in the X-ray spectrum 
in the sense that we are familiar with in the visible 
spectrum. It is plausible to associate colors with the 
X-ray energy range of interest, but it should be remembered

+'An alternative to principal component analysis is 
a form of canonical analysis wherein the transformation is 
determined by the spectral characteristics of a specific set 
of features15'16. This technique can be lead to greater 
discrimination between specifically selected categories but 
is more time consuming due to the necessity of operator 
defined training areas.
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that they do•not represent the same-thing as they do on 
their "home ground." Colors are good as benchmarks'; they 
allow one to retain a perceptual degree-of-freedom that 
might otherwise be lost. They are good indicators of 
relative energy, but beyond that the resemblance ends.

The first meaningful use of color in multispectral
20radiography was presented at least as early as 1951. By 

recognizing that the X-ray spectrum could be paralleled 
to the visible spectrum, images at low, intermediate and 
high keV could correspondingly be assigned to. red, green 
and blue for additive color systems such as CT, or cyan, 
magenta and yellow for subtractive ones such as photo
graphic. This is a meaningful representation in that it 
maps one spectral distribution into another (although it 
should be remembered that it is without consideratidn of 
whether or not there is any correspondence in physical 
mechanisms). This is in contrast to the conventional 
pseudocolor image which maps monochrome (black and white) 
density to color without inclusion of any spectral 
information. 1

One of the major current trends takes this one 
step further in attempting to construct two images that 
show the two predominant competing physical mechanisms 
responsible for the spectral distribution rather than the 
spectral distribution itself. This gives a more complete 
story since it should allow the calculation of the Atomic
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Number (photoelectric) and electron density (Compton), 
directly at any point in the image in addition to being 
able to calculate what an image should look like at any 
keV within range of the two-component scattering approx
imation. Again, caution should be exercised in associating 
colors with unrelated physical mechanisms; as a 
representational tool one must remember just what is 
represents. -

Most of the theoretical groundwork for a multi- 
spectral system has already been laid. The spectra of

• ' 17primary diagnostic X-rays have been studied and modeled,
and attenuation coefficients of various organs of the body
have been measured with an eye towards using this data in

21—27multispectral radiology, . The capabilities of such
a system to discern diagnostically significant information
from such a set of scans has been discussed by several
authors. The primary approach taken, after Alvarez and 

7Macovski, is to attempt separation of the. Compton and
photoelectric scattering components by making use of their
differing functional dependence on energy; however, very
recently it has been demonstrated clinically that i
diagnostically significant information can be acquired from
a multispectral CT series without the need of a pixel-by-

10pixel functional decomposition. This doesn't give 
precise separation between the two scattering modes, but it
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is debatable as to whether or not a rigorous separation of 
the two processes is strictly necessary for diagnostic 
viability; given three or four component images presented 
in a (yet to be determined) optimum format, it may be 
possible to train the radiologist to properly interpret " 
them in a subjective fashion much the same way as done 
now. Our approach does not attempt separation of 
components.

The two major points on which the methods of this 
research differ from previously noted research are the 
presence of a comprehensive digital image processing 
system and the lack of any external filtering.

The decision not to filter the beam was not made 
easily. Without filtering, the information from a scan 
at a given kVp is contained— but hidden or Tost— -in the 
information from a scan at a higher kVp. Nevertheless, 
the cost and technical difficulty involved in filtering 
were not considered worthwhile after investigation of 
the problem revealed that with standard filtering methods 
the improvement in beam quality would be marginal at best.

Spectral Considerations
This leads us to the question of whether significant 

results can be achieved without filtering the source. 
Scattering in the X-ray spectrum of interest to radiology 
is mediated by the Compton and Photoelectric effects, and
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to a lesser extent by Rayleigh (coherent) scattering at low
energies and pair production at very high energies.
Figure 3.1 shows a graphical depiction of the attenuation
coefficients attributable to each of the four mechanisms

23for water. McCullough maintains that Rayleigh scattering
makes a significant contribution to the total cross section
.(a maximum of about 8.3% at 30 keV); this opinion does
not appear to be shared by most other authors. The
Photoelectric and Rayleigh cross sections, however, have

23 28very similar dependences on atomic number and energy. '
The mass attenuation coefficients, y/p-v have been found
equal to N (17,7 x 10-^̂ ) cm^/g for photoelectric
and Nq (Z"*"" (1.12 x 10™^^) cm^/g for Rayleigh where.
y is the linear attenuation coefficient, Nq is Avogadro1s

28number and p is the mass,density. This relationship 
allows that Rayleigh scattering might be applied as a 
polynomial correction to Photoelectric scattering, both 
of them together being considered as an indicator of 
atomic number.

Referring again to Figure 3.1, the Compton process 
dominates across the spectrum between about 25 keV and 
10 MeV and is relatively insensitive to changes in energy 
across the diagnostic range when compared to the other 
processes. Below about 50 - 60 keV the Photoelectric/ 
coherent process dominates the gradient of the energy
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Figure 3.1 Mass attenuation coefficients for gamma rays in water.
From The Atomic Nucleus, by R. D. Evans, 
copyright 1955, by permission of 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
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dependence. The gradient, therefore, taken at fairly low 
keV is likely to illucidate this process. Compton 
dominates most at higher energies, so a scan taken at 
around 140 keV will indicate the strength of that effect. 
This simplified analysis is not likely to yield high 
accuracy, but it should not be misleading if interpreted 
properly; and as a preliminary indicator of atomic number 
and electron density it might suffice.

For best results this procedure should be carried 
out with radiation as narrow-band as possible. Since it 
is not often feasible to generate narrow-band radiation 
of sufficient utility, simplifications to circumvent the 
problem are devised.

Probably the most common simplifications employed 
are the concepts of "effective energy" and "effective 
atomic number;" . Effective energy (Ee£f) is determined 
by comparison of broad-band and monochromatic attenuation 
through a reference substance, the monochromatic E and
the broadband E' ff having the same attenuation coefficient; 
and effective atomic number can be determined by averaging 
over the atomic constituents that make up the material 
being examined. Effective atomic number (ze£f) can also 
be determined by measuring attenuation coefficients at 
two appropriate energies (i.e., kVp values interpreted 
as effective keV values) and solving the set of equations 
that describe the attenuation process for



22,
26Rutherford, et.al. , report a high correlation between .

the calculated and experimental values of The
drawbacks to this simplification have been pointed out
to include ignoring polychromatic effects and spectral
shift artifacts, which could introduce significant error

• 11into calculations involving . Nevertheless, if
we are to concern ourselves with the primary goal of
detecting indicators of pathology rather than of
specifically accurate values for atomic number, the results
may be acceptable. One keeps in mind its shortcomings
and remembers hopefully that viable monochromatic or
quasi-monochromatic sources are in the future making this
ultimately a moot problem.

We now briefly examine the question of best choice
of scanning energies. We have chosen (.somewhat arbitrarily)
to do four scans of each subject at four different kVp.
We are limited by the scanner, which has a fairly narrow
range of usable kVp settings (.80 - 120 kVp) , but we will
ignore this restriction for the moment. There Seems to
be a general consensus that when using the EMI scanner

12 26 29100 and 140 kVp are the energies of choice, ' '
although there is not complete agreement in the literature
as to just what effective energies they represent. From

1 iconsiderations of SNR, Avrin, et al,, conclude, that the 
optimum effective energy for a Photoelectric dominated 
image is in the. range of 35 - 40 keV for a "water-type
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object of 25 cm thickness." Figure 2.1 indicates a similar
conclusion: below about 35 keV absorption increases
rapidly making detection noisy; as the energy increases
much above, the Photoelectric curve plummets rapidly

24toward zero. Rutherford, et al.,, conclude the best 
choice for measuring effective atomic number with a two 
scan study to be 40 keV and 80 keV from considerations 
that one wants maximum separation, with the proviso that 
the low energy scan is not too noisy (here they support 
Avrin, et al.), and that the high energy scan is still 
within the Photoelectric dominated range. A Compton image 
should be taken at an energy sufficiently high to minimize 
the Photoelectric influence. Above about 60 keV the 
Compton effect tends to dominate„

As noted above, we are ultimately limited by the 
CT scanner at our disposal; scans were taken at 80, 90,

110 and 120 kVp and analysis proceeded within the framework 
that we would use standard digital image processing tools 
to attempt to extract any information that was contained 
in the variations of the images with kVp.



CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENTAL WORK
Preparation for execution of the clinical studies 

culminating the project involved extensive development of 
computer software to perform the acquisition and 
analysis of the CT images, Initial work was done with the 
EMI model 5005 body scanner and later,.after the EMI was 
removed, with the GE CT/T model 8800.

In Appendix A is a fairly detailed description 
of the processing routines package„ In summary it can be 
described as performing three types of activity— display, 
alteration, and analysis— of which most routines comprise 
more than one. Of the analysis routines, PCAT, which 
does, principal component analysis, and ADDSUB, which either 
adds, subtracts, multiplies, or divides two images on a 
pixel-by-pixel basis, perform the standard point-.by-point 
comparisons generally associated with multispectral studies.

A standard clinical study might be as follows:
While keeping the patient immobilized on the 

scanner, review the study in progress to decide whether the 
pathology indicated merits proceeding with the scan. If so, 
select one or more slices and return the patient to position.

24
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The initial scan would have been at 120 kVp (this is a
feature of the CT scanner); repeat at 80, 90, and 110
kVp to complete the series. '

After completion, the data must be transferred 
to disk on the VAX and recoded into VAX compatible form.
For GE scans run GECTDS; for EMI scans run CTDI’SP. The 
outputs of these routines can now be subjected to further 
analysis and enhancement.

As a first comparison between files routine JOINT 
can be run. JOINT forms a two channel joint histogram 
scatterplot, giving an indication of how similar the 
images are and whether PCAT is likely to make much 
improvement in the information content. (It is at this 
point that any misregistration errors are likely to 
become apparent. As discussed in Appendix B these manifest 
themselves as smearing and as star- or spike-like 
structures in the joint histogram which become more 
pronounced as the misregistration becomes greater, and 
where the two images are highly correlated with each other 
over only small distances. As the patients are well 
restrained, however, misregistration errors are not likely 
to occur at a significant rate.) It is feasible to 
select a sub-image for analysis with JOINT or any other 
routine by using the magnification routine, MAG. This 
allows training site selection, although not with high
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specificity , (there is a routine in development at this 
time which will allow greater specificity by use of a 
cursor and a tracer for accurately outlining the region 
of interest). As mentioned in Chapter 3 this training 
site selection should lead to greater accuracy in all 
analysis desired to be specific to that region.

Ratioing and subtraction are used here as very, 
general indicators of scattering dominance; regions that 
exhibit "proportionately greater attenuation in the low 
energy end being tentatively labeled "photoelectric 
regions" and those in the high energy end "Compton regions." 
It must be stressed, though, that due to the broad band 
nature of the radiation and to the lack of a functional 
decomposition in the analysis (ala Macovski and Alvarez) 
the results can only be interpreted as an indicator of a 
region's general preponderance. However, the goal of this 
analysis is not to produce a functional decomposition 
but rather the more modest goal of deciding whether or 
not there might be any diagnostically significant informa
tion in the differences between the images. •

PCAT is used to rearrange the information present
. Ain the scans themselves and in the differences between 

them. As discussed in Chapter 3 this effectively eliminates 
redundancy between images, although superficially they 
will still look to be very similar.



./ ' • 27 Finally the images must be assessed by an
"educated" radiologist, i.e., one who is well informed
about the nature of the images, what they represent, and
has been or can be trained to interpret them properly.
The latter is a major variable depending largely on

A

whether unambiguous results can be achieved (and if so, 
to know what constitutes an unambiguous result when 
encountered) and "how much new education would be required, 
which influences overall acceptance. The big question, 
of course, is whether or not it will be sufficiently 
accepted immediately as possibly a significant improvement 
in imaging technique; this will influence cooperation and 
objectiveness, two things that are very important for a 
reliable assessment. A proper conclusion to this study 
would dictate a statistical sampling of cases to determine 
whether a pattern emerges, and a comparison of these 
results with those acrued by standard diagnostic measures; 
unfortunately, we are limited by time, money, and equipment, 
so such a conclusion is well beyond our reach at the 
present.



CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
It is difficult to draw any concrete conclusions 

regarding the diagnostic utility of the images that have 
resulted so far from the use of this system. Without a 
comprehensive study involving many patient studies it 
would be premature to state that the technique has a bright 
future. However, in its infancy, as it is, it shows' 
intriguing possibilities.

Two patient studies were performed. The first, 
a 53 year old male, was scanned and a large lesion found 
and diagnosed as a cerebral hemorrhage (Figure $.1).
This diagnosis appears to be strengthened by ratioing 
images at 8j2f and 120 kVp; being almost entirely water, a 
high electron density, low Z substance, blood should show 
comparatively less change in attenuation with change in 
kVp over the diagnostic range than other substances in 
the brain. This effect is shown rather dramatically in 
Figure 5.2— the lesion stands out very clearly showing 
a definite difference in its spectral characteristics from 
that of the surrounding tissue.
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Figure 5.1 CT head scan of Patient One.
Figure at lower left is contrast 
mapping, also reflected in density 
wedge at left.



Figure 5.2 CT head scan of Patient One: 
ratio of 80 kVp and 120 kVp 
scans.
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It is more difficult to interpret the results of 

a principal component rotation in terms of specific 
spectral characteristics than it is for a simple ratioing 
of image planes as the rotation does not preserve the 
"identity" of which band the information came from. . .
Rather, that procedure reveals the information inherent 
in the differences between the image planes, the diagnostic 
meaning of which having yet to be established. In this 
case, principal components reveals the medial aspect of 
the lesion as being distinguishable from the remainder.

The second case is an infant with a parietal 
encephalocele. Ratioing the 80 kVp and 120 kVp images 
indicates that the major portion of the lesion is likely 
composed of brain matter or similar material rather than 
blood, although it may be surrounded by fluid (See Figure 
S. 3). Again, specific identifi.cation on these grounds 
alone is not yet considered to be warranted, so this is 
taken to be corroborative rather than primary evidence for 
that diagnosis. PGA reveals further structure that is not 
clearly shown with pure contrast enhancement (Figure 5.4), 
giving a much greater latitude of densities; bone, brain 
and fluids all being seen together better than on the 
original 120' kVp image. Although these structures are not 
primarily to the lesion, the clearly represent new informa
tion that was not previously available.



5.3 CT head scan of Patient Two: 
ratio of 120 kVp and 80 kVp 
scans.

coro



Figure 5.4 CT head scan of Patient Two: 
principal component two.

u>co
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The overall value of these techniques is still in

question. Because of insufficient time and opportunity
to run tests aimed specifically at determining the answers
to this and other remaining questions, most conclusions
about the results remain tentative. On reviewing the

30two case studies, two staff radiologists here are of 
the opinion that new information is being extracted and 
that the technique shows merit. It remains in the future 
to evaluate the significance of information that has 
or can be gathered by this method.

A study to further investigate these questions 
is now in its formative stages, Conceived as involving 
a statistical sampling of casework in a format conducive 
to comparison with standard diagnostic procedures, it 
should shed light on further problems likely to arise 
in its development into a clinically viable system.

Nevertheless, certain conclusions can be drawn 
with a fair amount of conviction. First, that the use of 
different kVp spectra does add information; although 
the broad-band and overlapping nature of the spectra from 
available equipment reduces the usable portion to a small 
fraction of what is expected to be found with narrow-band 
sources. Second, that use of principal component analysis 
and simple ratioing operations reveals much (if not all) 
of this usable information; but that the specific clinical
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intrepretation of most of this.information is not yet 
known. Third, that we should not expect to develop an 
optimum system without first solving the problems of 
beam filtering. And finally, for whatever interpretation 
of the information, it is likely that the observer, 
i.e., the radiologist, will require a certain amount 
of additional training to properly interpret the images 
so generated.

It is not so much a question of whether this 
technique is likely to supplant any long standing 
favorites; the additional latitude delivered may not be 
necessary (or at least not worth the additional time, 
effort, cost, and dosage), and in fact may be so only 
in uncommon instances. As a secondary device, perhaps 
to study a case in depth, its present status as proto
typical, but nevertheless usable, is more easily accepted.

Further research will nedd to be conducted.
Questions pertaining to beam filtering (i.e., new 
generations of X-ray tubes vs. filters vs. monochromatic 
sensors) need to be investigated; the psychology of 
perception should be incorporated into the design of 
display devices and formats; incorporation of color coding 
manipulation into displays should be investigated; and 
the clinical studies mentioned above should be performed, 
possibly done initially on animals or phantoms.
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For all the work that still needs to be done, an 

assessment of what can be considered complete (or at 
least not afflicted with loose ends) at the present and 
available for future studies can be made. First and 
formost on this list is the image processing package.
If nothing else were to become of this research, this 
package should still offer considerable advantage to 
the radiologist inclined toward image processing, image 
optimization, or just to reviewing studies on a remote 
display. The system should be fairly easy to learn, and 
because of its modular nature the package is easily 
updated or added to (and in fact often is), allowing 
further developments to be incorporated with relative 
ease. Second, although a protocol for their use has 
yet to be devised, the techniques for analysis of these 
multispectral images are fairly well developed, and 
incorporation of further techniques from other related 
imaging and information technologies should be as 
easily done.

Overall, the results have not been profound.
/Literature and our experimental results indicate that our 

capabilities may be quite circumscribed if the experimental 
limitations we have worked with are not overcome.
However, the implementation of digital processing in this 
arena adds new weapons to the arsenal to be used in solving 
these problems and advances the state-of-the-art on that
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front. We expect that we are setting the stage for more 
comprehensive research in the future. Hopefully this 
research will help pave the way to developing multispectral 
scanning.as a viable diagnostic technique along with 
lending a greater appreciation for the breadth of 
technology that other fields have to offer.



APPENDIX A

IMAGE PROCESSING PACKAGE
This appendix is a description of the image 

processing package as of about June, 1980. It comprises 
in entirety three of several" documents prepared for users
of the processing system.

The first document is entitled, "Image Processing 
Routines" and describes the package in general and 
specifically documents all routines with the exceptions 
Of CTDISP and GECTDS. In particular there is a discussion
of the use of CONMAP in image enhancement.

The latter two documents deal• exclusively with 
the interface routines CTDISP and GECTDS; these are 
entitled, "CTDISP— A Program to Allow Remote Display of 
EMI 5005 CT Images," and "GECTDS— A Program to Allow 
Remote Display of GE CT/T Images." Both of these 
documents were prepared in June, 1980.

All of these programs are of course subject to 
update and revision; the package changes and grows in 
size as new routines are developed.

38 ■
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IMAGE PROCESSING ROUTINES 

Image processing is an important part of pictorial 
information extraction. In meeting this necessity an 
image processing package has been developed with the 
primary aim to display and process CT images written 
on either GE or EMI scanners. Each routine serves one 
or more of three basic purposes— display, alteration and 
analysis— many times working best in tandem with one 
or two other routines.

The display routines comprise, CTDISP, GECTDS,
LOOK, PCAT, SAVE, and STEREO; analysis is performed by 
HISTOPIX, JOINT, PGA, RELIEFMP, and STANDBY; and alteration 
(which includes all forms of enhancement) by ADDSUB,
CONMAP, EDGE, MAG, PGA, and STANDBY. All, with the 
exception of LOOK, SAVE, MAG, and PCAT, were written 
expressly for this package; PCAT has been adapted 
from another source. This document comprises descriptions 
of these programs.
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Miscellaneous
CTMENU Bill of Fare,. Lists available routines for use

in processing. To access, type "MENU".
LOOK Library routine. Displays an image from

memory on video. Form is "LOOK filename" 
where "filename" is the file name of what you 
want to look at, i.e., "LOOK SHARP" will dis
play data file "SHARP.DAT" which must be an 
image or you get garbage.

SAVE Library routine. Saves image currently
displayed in memory. This is useful if an 
image has been altered and a permanent record 
is desired. Form is as with LOOK, i.e., "SAVE 
WHALES" will save the image currently displayed 
and call it "WHALES.DAT".

MAG This routine, courtesy of George Seeley,
magnifies the image desired with magnification 
and center coordinates selected by the user.

ADDSUB
This routine is used to superimpose two images with 

variable weighting. The user enters the names of the two 
files to be superimposed, whether to add, subtract, 
multiply or divide them and what weighting to apply.J 
The program forms an output image in accordance.



PROGRAM ADDSUBC ADDS OR SUBTRACTS TWO IMAGES WITH VARIABLE WEIGHTING BYTE ONE{512 ) ,TWO(51?),OUT(512)INTEGERS IOSTAT( 4 )CHARACTER*15 FILE1 ,FILE2 REAL TEMPI 512 )CALL DSINIT(7,IOSTAT)TYPE* , ' ADD( 1 ) , SUBTRACT ( 0 ), MULTIPLY! 2), OR DEVIDEO)?'ACCEPT*,IASTYPE*,'ENTER WEIGHTING - IE 1,2 FOR IMAGE ONE +/- 2*IMAGE TWO'ACCEPT*,I 1,12TYPE*, 'ENTER IMAGE ONE'ACCEPT100,NCHRS1,FILE1 TYPE*, 'ENTER IMAGE TWO'ACCEPT 100,NCHRS2.FILE2 100 FORMAT!Q,All)FILE1!NCHRS1+1:NCHRSl+5)=*.DAT'FILE2(NCHRS2+l:NCHRS2+5)='.DAT'OPEN!UN IT = 3,NAME = FILE2,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,TYPE='OLD' .READONLY,1 FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECORDTYPE='FIXED')OPEN!UNIT = 2,NAME = FIL E1,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,TYPE=‘OLD' .READONLY,1 FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECORDTYPE='FIXED')OPEN!UNIT=1,NAME ='NORM.DAT' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,TYPE='SCRATCH',1 FORM='UNFORMATTED‘,RECORDTYPE='FIXED',RECORDSIZE=512)DO 11 0 = 1,512 1 Read Images line by lineREAD!2)(ONE!I),1=1,512)READ!3 )(TWO! I),1 = 1,512)DO 10 K=1,512IF! IAS.EQ.0)TEMP(K )=Il*ONE(K)-I2*TWO!K) 1 SubtractIF! IAS.EQ.1 )TEMP(K)=I1*0NE!K) + I2*TWO!K > lAddIF! IAS.EQ.2)TEMP(K>=I 1*ONE(K ) * I2*TWO(K ) IMultIplyIF! IAS.EQ.3.AND.TWO!K).NE.0)TEMP(K) = ( Il*ONE(K ) )/! I2*TWO(K >) IDevlde10 CONTINUEWRITE!1>(TEMP(K),K=1,512)11 CONTINUECALL MAXIMINIIABIG.ALITTLE)TYPE*,'MAX=',ABIG,'MIN=',ALITTLEDO 20 0=1,512READ!1 )(TEMP!K),K=1,512)DO 30 K=1,512ITEM = (TEMP!K)-!ABIG+ALITTLE >/2. >/!ABIG-ALITTLE)*255.OUT(K) = ITEM 1 Assign new value to pixel30 CONTINUE ^



CALL DSWRTVM OUT,1,J) IWrite 1 line toCONTINUECALL DSDONECL0SE1UNIT=1 )CLOSE(UNIT = 2 )CLOSE(UNIT = 3 )STOPEND
SUBROUTINE MAX IMINI(ABIG,ALITTLE )REAL TEMPI 512 )ABIG=0.ALITTLE=0.REWIND 1DO 10 1=1,512READ! 1 )(TEMPIK),K=1,512)DO 10 0=1,512IF!TEMPIJ).GT.ABIG)ABIG=TEMP(U)
IFITEMPIO).LT.ALITTLE )ALITTLE=TEMPI 0>CONTINUEREWIND 1RETURNEND

K)
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PROGRAM CONMAP 
Summary Description for Users

Available contrast enhancements: •
1) LINEAR MAP 5) WINDOW
2) IDENTIFY 6) THREE-STAGE
3) DELTA 7) SHIFT
4) CONTRAST REVERSAL 8) LEVEL SLICE

An eight-bit display is capable of generating 
256 grey levels (GL). One generally takes for granted 
that the GL that we : see, the one that is displayed, 
corresponds identically to the one that is input to the 
system, i.e., if a certain point oh the actual (input) 
image has a GL of 47 then that same point will also have 
a GL of 47 on the displayed image. Image contrast mapping 
seeks to alter this relationship for the purpose of 
enhancing certain processes, details or characteristics 
present in an image. By making something more conspicuous, 
the task of human information extraction can be considerably 
simplified, and hence made less prone to non-systematic 
errors while bringing out information and correlations 
that might otherwise have been missed.
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The eight different types of contrast maps 

available constitute a fairly broad operating base 
allowing one to synthesize a wide variety of map 
functions. In all cases speed and smoothness of operation 
have been sacrificed where they have interferred with 
versatility so the program may be somewhat cumbersome 
in places7 however, this has been deemed necessary in 
order to preserve the routine's utility. More decisions 
may be necessary on the part of the user; but then the 
user has greater control over the results.

Linear Map
This form is the closest variant to the identity 

transform (GLout - GL^) discussed above. Here the 
relationship is

GL , = K GL. + Kcout in

where K and Kc are constants.
The identity transform is depicted thus—
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The linear map (the words "map" and "transform" 

can be read .interchangeably here) is depicted thus;- ■

slope = kGL

GLmin GLmaxVGLI

GL0
Slone = k

GL.

for higher or lower contrast respectively. Note that in
the case of higher contrast there is saturation at both
the top and the bottom of the map. Information is lost
here, as there is no longer a one-to-one correspondence
between input values and output values. It is sacrificed
for greater contrast within the designated region.

User specifiable parameters are the window width
(GL - GL . ) and the center GL of the window. There is max m m
also a design feature present in all mapping segments 
except Contrast Reversal which allows the User to scan, 
manually dr automatically, the mapping function across 
the domain of the transform--similar to adjusting the 
"brightness" on the TV.



Identify
This form is virtually the same as the "identify" 

button on the GE CT/T with the exceptions that it can be 
set at any GL (not just 0), it always has a width of one 
GL, and that it doesn't blink at you.

Here's a sample:

Gli0

128

Here level 128 is identified.

User specifiable parameters are what level to identify, 
whether or not to scan and if so whether manually or 
automatically.
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Delta

Identical to Identify with the exception that all 
points except the specified one are set to black:

128 GLt
- ' %

User specifiable parameters are the same as .in Identify,

Contrast Reversal
This takes the form of GL . = 257 - GL. . Contrastout m

reversal exchanges dark for light and light for dark:

before

GL

after

There are no user specifiable parameters.



Window
This form is similar to the Linear map with the 

exception that those points that would have been saturated 
are all set to black:

Linear Window

User specifiable parameters are width of window, center 
of window and scan/no scan, auto/manual scan.

Three Stage
This form allows the user to select three different 

segments of the map and specify their slopes via selecting 
the intercepts of the. first and last segment. One of the 
uses of this form is to eliminate upper and lower saturation 
that would occur if using the Linear form:
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The user specifies the break points and G L ^  and
the intercepts GLq  ̂and GL̂ -̂. The computer then 
calculates what the center segment must look like to be 
consistent with the other two as specified and sets up the 
map in accord.

Again, the scan/no scan, auto/manual scan options 
are prebent.

Shift
This is an independent scan segment. It does 

essentially the same thing as the scan option on the 
other segments, but is more versatile allowing greater 
control.over how.much shift and in which direction the 
shift is taken.

User specifiable parameters are amount and direction 
of shift (positive ■* to right, negative to left) and 
scan option.



Level Slice
Level Slicing incorporates several grey levels in 

input into one grey level in output. This is equivalent 
to quantizing the output to few grey levels. Used primarily 
for contour mapping and image bandwidth reduction it also 
has uses in noise suppression and makes a pretty picture 
too.

A typical map might look like this

GL0

GLI

Quantized to 6 levels.

User specifiable parameters are the width of the 
quantization levels and the scan options.

With sufficient experience and imagination the 
different forms can be used separately and together to 
construct unusual or specialized maps to suit unusual 
or specialized purposes.
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For example, by specifying very high and very low 
(negative) intercepts, the Three Stage can give you. regions 
Of positive and negative contrast such as in this map 
where the upper and lower extremes have very high positive 
contrast and the rest has moderately high negative contrast.

This can be used in many cases where the great body of 
information lies in the. center region and one wishes to 
enhance what little there is in the wings. Negative 
contrast in the center can be helpful 7 although if desired 
a contrast reversal can be performed if positive contrast 
is desired.

One must be careful when using maps that are not 
one-to-one functions as it is sometimes easy to confuse 
a GL on one segment with the same GL on another segment. 
Generally one uses such a transform only when the regions
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delineated by the different stages are physically separate 
on the image itself, or when one knows beforehand which is 
which (by comparison with a linear map for instance!.

The shift segment can be used to cut off parts of 
a function by shifting that part out of the domain of the 
function and then back in:

Before

Shift right Shift left
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In closing, a word of caution: Contrast

enhancement requires a certain amount of experience to use 
properly. Contrast manipulation can bring out much 
artifactual information which could lead to spurious 
results in some cases; and although the vast majority of 
artifacts are quite obvious and require no further mention, 
the more subtle ones may require a bit of experience to 
recognize and identify when they occur so as not to fall 
victim to systematic errors, Discussion of contrast 
manipulation considerations can be found in Digital Image 
Processing, Chapter 4, W. K, Pratt, Wiley & Sons, published 
1978 (Reference 31).
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CONMAP - Brief Flowchart

TART) 
initialize "dl'splay]

set up enhancement 
Parameters - type of map 

and whether to scan
T

Branch to chosen) 
segment

With the exception of segment Contrast Reversal which is 
simpler, the different segments look pretty much like 
this :

S h if t  map one 
grey le v e l to  
r ig h t_________

Yes

has amount o f 
s h i f t  exceeded 

re s e t maximum

ENTE

set parameters -  w idth  
cen ter, e tc .

C a ll Zerc 
ma]

d (c le a r  
])

Assign Map Values

C a ll DSMAP 
(do the mapping)

No

uto scan?

Manual " H it  Return" 
to  continue

C a ll Maplot 
(p lo t  map in  
corner o f TV)
/continue w ith  
another

Yes
Return to

A
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Segment Contrast Reversal chart looks like this:

INTER

Assign map values!

Call DSMAP

Subroutine DSMAP (MAP) is part of the video handler. It
does the actual recoding of the pixel grey levels.

*Subroutine Zero merely sets all map values to zero to 
clear it.

Subroutine MAPLOT (MAP) plots the map in the lower left 
hand corner of the TV in a 64 x 64 pixel square. It 
looks like this:
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set memory equivalences

Call DSRI 
last 64 1]

)W - read 
mes off TV

set 64 x 64 box to 
black

set plot to white

Call DSWRTW - write 
plot on screen

e t u r n ;

PROGRAM CONMAP 
MAP (256):

ANS, SCYES, SCAN, AUTO

IOSTAT (4), FLAG:

XI, X2

Partial List of Variables 
256 values which make up the map
ping transform. Out grey level 
vs. input grey level.
Flags for decision making at 
branch points.
Used only for initializing video 
display.
Break points for segment Three 
Stage.



Yl, Y2 Y intercepts for segment Three
Stage.

Ml, M2, M3 Slopes of the three stages for
segment Three Stage.

The usage of most all variables and parameters 
in this program is relatively easy to infer from their 
context. Several variables are used repeatedly throughout 
the program in different segments and may have slightly 
different meanings in each one.

Subroutines DSRDW and DSWRTW are also part of 
the video handler; reading and writing from and to the 
TV screen respectively are their functions.
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PROGRAM CONMAP

CONTRAST ENHANChHcNT PROGRAM FOR USE WITH 8 BIT TV DISPLAY ENHANCEMENT IS PERFORMED ON IMAGE CURRENTLY IN MEMORY.
INPUTS: NONE, OTHER THAN ENHANCEMENT PARAMETERS (SELFEXPLAN I TORY)
OUTPUTS: ENHANCED IMAGE AND PLOT OF CONTRAST MAPPING
SUBROUTINES REFERENCED: DSINIT; DSMAP; DSDONE; ZERO; MAPLOT; PERM
ADDITIONAL NOTES: SUBROUTINES DSINIT, DSMAP AND DSDONE AREPART OF LIBRARY tl , 13F/LI AND MUST BE RELINKED WITH IT IF ANY CHANGES ARE MADE IN THE PROGRAM. METHODOLOGY IS ESSENTIALLY THE SAME FOR ALL SEGMENTS.THIS VERSION AS OF FEBRUARY 1980 JEFF PERSOFF

INTEGERS MAP ( 256 )LOGICAL*! ANS, SCYES, SCAN,AUTO INTEGER IOSTAT(4 >,X1,X2,Y1,Y2 REAL Ml,M2,M3 C INITIALIZECALL DSINIT(FLAG,IOSTAT) CALL TXTCLR CALL ZERO(MAP)999 SCAN=0C SET UP ENHANCEMENT PARAMETERSTYPE*, 'CHOOSE: 'TYPE*, 'LINEAR MAP (1 ) TYPE*, ' IDENTIFY (2) TYPE*, 'DELTA (3)
WINDOW (5)' THREE-STAGE (6 SHIFT (7)' LEVEL SLICE (8TYPE*,'CONTRAST REVERSAL (4) ACCEPT*,ICH SC YE S='N'IF(ICH.NE.4.AND.ICH.NE.8) THENTYPE*,'ENTER "S" TO SCAN' ACCEPT200,SCYE S

(_n
00



END IF 200 FORMAT(1A)IF(SCYES.NE.'S') GO TO 1110 SCAN=1TYPE* , 'AUTOMATIC SCAN?'ACCE P T200,AUTO 1 1 10 CONTINUEC BRANCH TO...GO TO ( 1 ,2,3,4,1,6,7,8) ICHC.......... LINEAR/WINDOW SEGMENT...........1 TYPE*,'ENTER WIDTH OF WINDOW (0 --> 255)ACCEPT*,IWIDTHTYPE*, 'ENTER CENTER POINT OF WINDOW' ACCEPT*,ICENTR ICENTR=ICENTR+128 C SLOPE =PARA = 255./FLOAT( IWIDTH >ICENTR1=ICENTR C SET UP TO SCANDO 13 K=ICENTR1,255-ICENTRl ILOW=ICE NTR-( IWIDTH/2)C CLEAR MAPCALL ZERO(MAP )
C WRITE IN NEW MAPDO 10 1 = 1 LOW,255 TEM=PARA*FLOAT(I-ILOW)IF(TEM.GE.255.> TEM=255.I F( I CH.EQ.5.AND.TEM.GE.255. ) TEM = 0.MAP( 1 + 1 )=IFIX(TEM)10 CONTINUETYPE*, IFIX(( ICENTR-128 )*6.4+.5),ICENTR-1 ICENTR=ICENTR+1 I F( ICH.EQ.5 ) MAP( 256 ) = 255 C SEND NEW MAP TO TV CALL DSMAP(MAP )C TO SCAN OR NOT TO SCAN? BRANCH PT.I F(SCAN ) THENCONTINUEELSE GO TO 14END IFI F(AUTO.EQ. 1N' ) ACCE PT200,SP13 CONTINUE14 CONTINUE GO TO 998

m
<o



C.......... IDENTIFY SEGMENT...........2 TYPE*, 'ENTER LEVEL TO BE IDENTIFIED (-128 --> 127)' ACCEPT*,ILEVILEV=ILEV+128 ILEV1=ILEV C HOLD PRESENT MAP VALUE TEMAP =MAP( ILEV)DO 23 ILEV=ILEV1,255-ILEVl C RESET PREVIOUS MAP LEVEL TEMAP = MAP( ILEV+1 )C SET NEW MAP LEVELMAP( ILEV+1 ) = 255TYPE*,IFIX((ILEV-128)*6.4+.5),ILEV-128 CALL DSMAP(MAP )MAP( ILEV+1 ) = TEMAP IF(SCAN ) THENCONTINUEELSE GO TO 24END IFIF(AUTO.EQ.1N'> ACCEPT200,SP23 CONTINUE24 CONTINUE GO TO 998C.......... DELTA SEGMENT...........3 TYPE*,'ENTER LEVEL TO BE SET <-128 --> 127)'ACCEPT*,ILEVILEV=ILEV+128 I LEVI = I LEV CALL ZERO(MAP)DO 33 ILEV=ILEV1,255-ILEVl MAP( ILEV )=#MAP(ILEV+1>=255TYPE*,IFIX((ILEV-128)*6.4+.5),ILEV-128 MAPI 256 ) = 255 CALL DSMAP(MAP)IF{SCAN ) THENCONTINUEELSE

cn
o



GO TO 34END IFIF(AUTO.EQ. 'N' ) ACCEPT200,SP33 CONTINUE34 CONTINUE GO TO 998C.......... CONTRAST REVERSAL SEGMENT...........4 DO 41 1=1,256MAP( I ) = 255-MAP( I )41 CONTINUECALL DSMAP(MAP )GO TO 998C.......... THREE-STAGE SEGMENT...........6 TYPE*, 'ENTER XI ,X2 BREAKPOINTS'ACCEPT*,XI,X2XI=X1+128X2=X2+128TYPE*, 'ENTER Y1,Y2 INTERCEPTS CDEF: 85, 170] 'C SET UP DEFAULT IY1= 85 I Y2= 1 70ACCEPT600,IQ,Y1,Y2 600 F ORMAT(0,15,15)C INPUT OR DEFAULT?IF(IQ.EQ.0) THEN Y 1 = I Y 1 Y2=IY2END IFMI=FLOAT(Y1)/255.M3 = FL0AT < 255-Y2 )/255.M2 = (Y2 + M3*X2-X1*M1 >/(X2-X1 )IX1=X1IX2=255-X2+X1 DO 61 K=IX1,IX2 C INITIALIZE OVER AND UNDERRANGE FLAGS IOVE R = 0 I UNDE R = 0 DO 60 1=0,255 IF( I.LE.X1 )MAP( 1 + 1 ) = M1*IIF( I.LE.X2.AND.I.GT.X1 > MAP(1 + 1 )=MAP(Xl + 1 )+M2*(I-Xl)IF( I.GT.X2 )MAP( 1 + 1 ) =MAP(X2+1 ) + M3*( I-X2 )C SET OVER AND UNDERRANGE FLAGS IF(MAP{ 1 + 1 ) .GT.255 )I0VER=1 IF(MAP( 1 + 1 ) .LT.0)IUNDER=1 60 CONTINUE Ch



TYPE*,IFIX( ( ( X1+X2)/2-128)*6.4+.5 ) ,(X1+X2 )/2-128 IF( IOVER.EQ.1 >TYPE*,****WARNING: MAP IS OVERRANGE***' IF( IUNDER.EQ.1 )TYPE*, '***WARNING: MAP IS UNDERRANGE***’ CALL DSMAP(MAP )I F(SCAN ) THENCONTINUEELSE GO TO 62END IFIF( AUTO.EQ. ' N ' > ACCEPTED, SPX1=X1+IX2 = X2+ 161 CONTINUE62 CONTINUE GO TO 998C.......... SHIFT SEGMENT...........
7 TYPE*,'ENTER SHIFT*ACCEPT*,ISHIFT I SH=ABS( ISHIFT)C ASSIGN LEFT TO RIGHT OR RIGHT TO LEFT?IF(ISHIFT.GT.0) THEN 1=2560=1 + 1 SHIFT 

02  =  -  1ELSE
1 =  10=256+ISHIFT 
02=1END IF C K=AMOUNT OF SHIFTDO 71 K=ISHIFT,-02*256,-02 MAPI 256 > = MAP( 255 )DO 72 IND=I,0,02MAPI IND ) =MAPI IND-ISHIFT )72 CONTINUEDO 7 4 IND = 0 ,257-1 ,02 MAPI IND ) =MAPI 0 )7 4 CONTINUETYPE*,IFIX(K*6.4+.5),K MAPI 256 ) = 255 CALL DSMAPI MAP )IF!SCAN ) THENCONTINUEELSE GO TO 73 ChM



END IFIF(AUTO.EQ.1N‘ > ACCEPT200,SP I SHIFT = -J2 71 CONTINUE73 CONTINUEGO TO 998C........... LEVEL SLICE SEGMENT...........8 TYPE*,'NORMAL (N) OR WHITE/BLACK ALTERNATE (W)7*ACCEPT 200,NWTYPE*, 'ENTER WIDTH OF SLICE [0 --> 255]'ACCEPT*,IWIDTH DO 80 1=1,255MAP( I ) = IWIDTH*(MAPI I )/IWIDTH )IF(NW.EQ.'W ) THENIF(MAP(I)/(2*IWIDTH)*2.EO.MAP(I)/IWIDTH) THEN MAP( I )=0ELSE MAP( I ) = 255END IFEND IF 80 CONTINUECALL DSMAP(MAP)GO TO 998C......................C PLOT CONTRAST MAPPING 998 CALL MAPLOT(MAP)TYPE*,1 DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE?'ACCEPT101,ANS 101 FORMAT(1A)C CY]ES OR CN30 -- MUST ANSWER. BRANCH PT.IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') THEN GO TO 999
ELSE

IF(ANS.NE.'N') GO TO 998END IF
TYPE*, 1 DO YOU WISH TO MAKE THIS ENHANCEMENT PERMANENT?' ACCEPT 101,ANSIF(ANS.EQ.'Y') CALL PERM(MAP)C BYE BYECALL DSDONESTOPENDC SUBROUTINE ZERO(MAP)C CLEAR MAP



INTEGER*2 MAP( 256 )999 DO 99 1=1,256MAP( I )=0 99 CONTINUERETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE MAPLOT(MAP)C PLOT MAP ON TVBYTE PICHOLD(512,64),PICHOLDl(512,32>INTEGERS MAP ( 256 )BYTE PICHOLD2(512,32 >EQUIVALENCE (PICHOLDI1,1).PICHOLD1)EQUIVALENCE (PICHOLDt 1 , 33 >,PICHOLD2 )C READ LAST 64 LINES OF SCREENCALL DSRDW(PICHOLD1 ,32, 448 >CALL DSRDW(PICHOLD2,32,480>C SET 64 X 64 BOX TO BLACK DO 10 1=1,64 DO 10 0=1,64 PICHOLD( I ,0 > = -128 10 CONTINUEC SET PLOT TO WHITE DO 20 1=1,64 IPARA=64-MAP(4*1)/4IF( IPARA.LE.64.AND.IPARA.GE.0>PICHOLD( I,I PARA> = 127 20 CONTINUEC WRITE TO SCREENCALL DSWRTW(PICHOLD1,32,448)CALL DSWRTWt PICHOL02,32,480)C GO BACKRETURNENDC SUBROUTINE PERM(MAP )BYTE LINEZt512,32 )INTEGER*2 MAP( 256 )DO 30 1=1,256IF(MAP< I ) .GE .255 > MAP( I > = 255 IF(MAP( I ) .LE.0) MAP( I >=0

O'*



30 CONTINUEDO 10 1=1,16CALL DSRDW(LINEZ,32,( 1-1 >*32+1 >DO 20 0=1,512 DO 20 K=1,32LINEZlJ,K)=MAR(LINEZ(0,K ) +129 >-128 C ABOVE LINE IS MESSY BECAUSE MAP'S DOMAIN IS 1 TO 256, ITS RANGEC IS 0 TO 255, AND LINEZ'S RANGE IS -128 TO 127.
20 CONTINUECALL DSWRTW(LINEZ,32,(1-1>*32+1)10 CONTINUERETURN END

ChUi
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EDGE
This program performs edge extraction or enhance

ment by convolution with a 2 x 2 pixel gradient mask as 
pictured below. The elements are refered to as A, B and 
C in the program as noted here; element B is set to 2 for 
extraction and to 3 for enhancement. If desired, the 
results of the "extract" option can be presented as an
outline, either white on black or black on white.

There are two primary modes of use for the
"outline" option; if used on an unenhanced image the 
output will best delineate the areas with zero gradient, 
all else being seen as edge by the programs; if used with 
an image quantized to one bit or coded such that gray 
levels alternate as black and white (as opposed to 
increasing monotonically) this option will construct a 
binary contour map of the image which is recommended to be 
superimposed on the original image or a level-sliced 
enhancement quantized to the same number of levels (or 
anything else the user desires).

In order to extract or enhance low contrast edges, 
a thresholding limit has been included. Normally set at 
128, this parameter allows the user to select the range 
within the manipulations can be carried out, i.e.,. if set 
to 50, any gradient with an absolute value greater than
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50 will be set to zero and the remainder expanded to fill 
the dynamic range. This can be used in conjunction with 
the "outline" option to produce further variations.

The user is required to select the following:
Whether to extract or enhance; if "extract" is chosen, 
whether normal or outline format; if "extract" and 
"outline", whether a black or a white outline is desired; 
and finally, the range of the routine.

0 -1
A

-1 2(3)
C B

Figure for ’’EDGE"



PROGRAM EDGEC EDGE ENHANCEMENT OR EXTRACTION BY CONVOLUTION C WITH 2X2 PIXEL GRADIENT MASK.C "OUTLINE" FORMAT IS FOR USE IN CONTOUR CONSTRUCTIONC WITH IMAGE QUANTIZED TO 1 BIT.C "RANGE" ALLOWS ENHANCEMENT OF LOW-GRADI ENT REGIONSC BY SETTING OUTPUT VALUES HIGHER THAN ENTERED RANGEC TO ZERO.BYTE IHOLD(512),INTEM(512,32)INTEGER IOSTAT(4 )CHARACTER*! NOROUT,BW DATA IMIN/J0f/ , IMAX/0/CALL DSINIT(7,IOSTAT)TYPE*,'EXTRACT!0) OR ENHANCE!1)?'ACCEPT*,IE E IF! IEE.EQ.0>THENTYPE*,'NORMAL OR OUTLINE FORMAT?'ACCEPT 100,NOROUT IF!NOROUT.EQ. 'O' ) THENTYPE*,'BLACK OR WHITE OUTLINE?'ACCEPT 100,BWEND IFEND IF 100 FORMAT! 1A1 )TYPE*, 'ENTER RANGE ! 1--M28, 128 NORMAL ) 'ACCEPT*,I RANGE DO 30 11=0,15CALL DSRDW! INTEM,32,32*I 1 + 1 ) 1 Read 32 lines Into INTEMJINDEX = 32*( I 1 + 1 ) + l 1 Set pixel IndexIF!JINDEX.GT.512>JINDEX = JINDEX-512 1 Horizontal wraparound to right CALL DSRDW! IHOLD,1 .JINDEX ) I Read 1st line of next set of 32 lines DO 20 0=1,32 ILIne loop DO 20 1 = 1,512 1 Pixel loopI INDEX=I-1IF! IINDEX.LT.1 )IINDEX=IINDEX + 512 IHorIzontal wraparound to left A=INTEM( I,0 ) l\B=INTEM!1,0+1) 1 Assign pixel values to 2x2 matrixC=INTEM( I INDEX,0 + 1 ) 1/IF(0.EQ.32 )THEN 1 If A Is In last line of group of 32 take B and Cc from 1st line of next groupB=I HOLD! I )C=I HOLD! I INDEX > Ch
CO



END IFRITEM=<-A+(2+IEE)*B-C >/(4 + IEE) !OutputIF(ABS(RITEM ) .LE.IRANGE) THENITEM = RITEM*128./FLOAT!IRANGE) I NormalIze ELSE 1 OrITEM=0 I Set to 0END IFIF(ITEM.LT.-128 )ITEM = -128 1 Saturate IF( ITEM.GT.127 )ITEM=127 I Saturate IF(NOROUT.EQ. 'O' > THEN I If outline...IF(BW.EQ. 'W )THENIF(RITEM.NE.0.) ITEM=127 IF(RITEM.EQ.0.) ITEM=-128ELSE IF(RITEM.NE.0.> ITEM=-128 IF(RITEM.EQ.0.) ITEM=127END IFEND IFINTEM( I,J ) = ITEM (Reassign pixel value
IF(INTEM(I,J ).LT.IMIN) IMIN=INTEM(I,J ) 1 Search mln IF( INTEM( I ) .GT.IMAX> IMAX=INTEM( I,J) I Search max 20 CONTINUECALL DSWRTW!INTEM,32,32*11+1> IWrlte 32 lines to TV 30 CONTINUEIMAX=IMAX+128 (Shift max Into TV range IMIN=IMIN+128 (Shift mln Into TV rangeCALL MAPPIT!IMIN,IMAX) (Contrast map with IMAX and IMIN boundsSTOPENDC SUBROUTINE MAPPIT!IMIN,IMAX)C LINEAR CONTRAST MAPPING BETWEEN IMIN AND IMAX BOUNDS INTEGER*2 MAP!256)SLOPE=255./FLOAT!IMAX-IMIN)DO 10 1=0,255MAP! 1 + 1 ) = IFI X(SLOPE*FLOAT( I-IMIN ) >IF!MAP!1+1>.LT.0) MAP(I+1)=0 IF(MAP( 1 + 1 1.GT.255 )MAP< 1 + 1 ) = 255 10 CONTINUECALL DSMAP(MAP )RETURNEND

Ch
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HISTOPIX
This routine produces a 256 level histogram of an 

image and displays it at the bottom of the TV display 
screen. The user has the option of either a linear or 
a logarithmic plot.

For use with CT images the user can opt to set 
the histogram to zero at the level of the image's background 
(called "CT masking" here), which is arbitrarily taken 
from the 478th pixel of line 32 of the image. The user 
also has the option of displaying a listing on the CRT of 
the relative percentages of the total number of pixels 
each level contains.



PROGRAM HI STOP IX C COMPUTES & DISPLAYS IMAGE HISTOPGRAM BYTE INPUT! 16384 )INTEGERS IOSTAT( 4 )LOGICAL*! FILE!30)LOGICAL*! YESNO INTEGER IOUTPU! 256 )CHARACTER*! CT 110 FORMAT!1A1 )CALL DSINIT!7,IOSTAT)19 TYPE*,'CT IMAGE?'ACCEPT!10,CTIF(CT.EQ.'Y') TYPE*,'**HISTOGRAM SET TO 0 AT BACKGROUND LEVEL'TYPE*, 'LOG PLOT (=0) OR STRAIGHT (=!)?'ACCEPT*,IP LDO 10 1 = 1,256 1 Initialize 1outpu to 0IOUTPU! I )=0 10 CONTINUEDO 21 01 = 1,16 I Do group of 32 lines CALL DSRDW! INPUT,32,!JI-1 )*32+l )IF(CT.EQ. 'Y’ ) THEN (Eliminate density wedge DO 22 JCT=1,80 DO 22 KCT=1 ,32 INPUT!(KCT-1 )*512 + JCT ) = -128 22 CONTINUEEND IFIF(0I.EQ.1 )ICT=INPUT( 16350) I LOOK AT BKG LEVEL! 16350 IS A FAIRLY ARBITRARY CHOICE ) CALL HISTUP! INPUT,IOUTPU) 1 Send group of 32 lines to be h1stogrammed 21 CONTINUETOTAL = 512.*512.IF(CT.EQ.'Y') THEN (ELIMINATE BKG LEVEL IN HISTOGRAM C TOTAL =TOTAL-IOUTPU!ICT+129 )TOTAL=TOTAL-181828 C IOUTPU!ICT+129)=0IOUTPU! ICT+129 ) = IOUTPU! ICT+129 )-181828END IFCALL TVPLOT! IOUTPU,IPL ) (Plot on TV TYPE*, 'LIST OF PERCENT VALUES? [DEF = NO]'ACCEPT500,YESNO



500

30

789
C
C TV

C 100 
10

15

20

40
30

FORMAK A1 )IF(YESNO.NE. 'Y' )GO TO 30 DO 30 1=1,256TYPE* , 'GREY LEVEL',I,': ' ,FLOAT( IOUTPU(I))/TOTAL* 100.
CONTINUEIF ( ISC.EQ. 'Y' ) THEN CALL DSDONEELSE CALL CLOSE{LUN)END IFSTOPEND
SUBROUTINE TVPLOT(A,I PL )PLOTTERINTEGER AMAX(3 >INTEGER A( 256 )BYTE PIC1(32*512),PIC2(32*512),LINE(512)
DATA K/l/,L/0/,N/256/IF( IPL.EQ.0) THEN 1 If log plot...DO 10 K=1,256IF(A< K).GT.0)A(K) = IFIX(ALOG(FLOAT!A(K))>*100. >

IN LINE ABOVE IS FOR SCALING CONTINUEEND IFCALL IMAXA(A,N,AMAX) (Find maximum valueTYPE*,'MAXIMUM VALUE IS ' ,AMAX(2 >DO 15 1=1,NA< I ) = IF IX(FLOAT!A(I ) )/FLOAT!AMAX(2 ) )*64. ) 1 NormalIzeCONTINUECALL DSRDW!PIC1 ,32,512-64 ) 1 Read 32 lines at bottomCALL DSRDW!PIC2,32,512-32 ) 1 Read 32 more lines at bottomDO 20 1=1,512LINE! I ) = -128 I Set to black CONTINUEDO 30 1=1,32 IDo 32 1Ines DO 40 0=128,383
IF(64-I.LE.(A!0-127 ) ) )LINE(0 )=127 1 Set plot to whiteCONTINUECALL DSWRTW!LINE,1,512-64+1) JWrlte 1 line CONTINUE 1 Go back for next line DO 50 1 = 33,64 1 Do next 32 linesDO 60 0=128,383 IPARA=0



IF(64-I.LE.(A(J-127>>) IPARA=1 IF( IPARA.EQ.1 )LINE(J ) = 127 JM2=J-2IF( I.GE.60.AND.LINE(J).EQ.-128.AND.JMOD(JM2,25 ) .EQ.0 )LINE(J ) = 127 I Draw tic marks IF( I.GE.60.AND.IPARA.EQ.1.AND.JMOD(JM2,25>.EQ.tf )LINE(J ) = -128 Idraw tic marks 60 CONTINUECALL DSWRTW(LINE,1,512-64 + 1 ) IWrlte 1 line 50 CONTINUE I Go back for next lineACCE PT1010,SP I Walt for <cr>1010 FORMAT( 1A )CALL DSWRTWtPICl,32,512-63) IWrlte original Image backCALL DSWRTWt PIC2,32,512-31 ) IWrlte original Image backRETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE HISTUPt INPUT,IOUTPU )C INCLUDE 32 LINES IN HISTOGRAM INTEGER IOUTPU( 256 )BYTE INPUT!16384)DO 11 K=1,16384 TEM=INPUT(K ) + 129 IOUTPU!TEM) = IOUTPU!TEM ) + l 11 CONTINUERETURN END



JOINT
r. This routine forms a two channel joint histogram
scatterplot, the z or counting axis being gray level. As 
with some of the other programs, "CT masking", where the 
gray level that corresponds to the image1s background 
is eliminated from the,histogram, is available. The 
user enters the names of the images in the two channels, 
whether or not they are to be considered CT images for 
masking purposes, and whether a linear or logarithmic 
plot is desired. Contrast manipulation is recommended 
to tailor the output to individual needs,.



cc

100

200
300
400
500
600
700
800

1 1

PROGRAM JOINTVIDEO DISPLAY OF JOINT HISTOGRAM SCATTER PLOT FOR TWO CHANNELS BYTE PIX(512**2,2 ) ,LINE(16*512>,AXIS(512*7 >,BLAK( 16*512 ) REAL PLOT( 256,256),ALPLTMX CHARACTER*16 ONE,TWO CHARACTER*! CT INTEGER IOSTAT(4 ) .KILL DATA BLAK/8192*-128/CALL DSINITt IOSTAT.FLAG )TYPE 100FORMAT!X,'CHANNEL ONE: ',$>ACCEPT 200,ONE FORMAT! 1A16 )TYPE 300FORMAT!X,'CHANNEL TWO: ',$>ACCEPT 400,TWO FORMAT! 1A 16 )TYPE 500FORMAT!X,'CT IMAGES? ',$)ACCEPT 600,CT FORMAT! 1A 1 )TYPE700FORMAT!X,'LINEAR (1) OR LOG !0>? ',$)ACCEPT 800,KILL FORMAT! I 1 )OPEN! UN I T = 8 , NAME = ONE ,TYPE=,OLD' .ACCESS55 'DIRECT' ,1 RECORDSIZE = 512/4,RECORDTYPE='FIXED' )OPEN!UNIT = 4,NAME =TWO,TYPE='OLD' ,ACCESS='DIRECT' ,1 RECORDS IZE = 51 2/4 .RECORDTYPE55 ' F IXED ' )DO 50 1 = 1,512 I Read Images off luns 8 and 4 Into PIX READ!8' I )!PIX(! 1-1 >*512+11,2),11 = 1,512)READ!4' I )(PIX(! 1-1 >*512+11,1 ),II = 1 ,512)IF(CT.EQ. 'Y1 ) THEN Ilf CT image eliminate density wedge DO 11 ICT=1,80 PIX!( 1-1 )*512 + ICT,1 > = -128 FIX!( 1-1 )*512+ICT,2 > = -128 CONTINUE

Ol



END IF CONTINUE DO 9 K=1,256 DO 9 J=1,256PLOT(J,K)=0 (Initialize CONTINUEDO 10 1 = 1,512**2 1 Drop pebble In bins; 512**2 pixels per ImageIP1=PIX< I , 1 ) + 129I P 2 = PI X( I ,2 1+129PLOT( IP 1,IP2 ) = PLOT(IP1,IP2 1 + 1.IF(CT.EQ.'Y') PLOT(PIX(50*512 + 50,1 1 + 129,PIX( 50*512 + 50,21+1291=0 1 If CTset background level to zero IF(PLOT< IP1,IP2 l.GT.ALPLTMX 1 ALPLTMX = PLOT(IP1,IP2 1 1 Search maxCONTINUEIF{ALPLTMX.NE.0..AND.KILL.EO.01ALPLTMX=ALOG10(ALPLTMX1 I Assign Ifmax.ne.0 and log plot Is desired DO 60 IU=1,127,16 1 Black out upper and lower portions of screenCALL DSWRTWt BLAK,16,IU1 CALL DSWRTWt BLAK,16,IU + 384 1 CONTINUE DO 30 N=1 , 16 DO 20 L = 1 , 16 NL = (N-l 1 * 16 + L 
DO 20 M=1,512 LM=(L-l 1 *512 + MIF(M.LT.127.0R.M.GT.384 1THEN I Black out outside left and right of plot LINE(LM ) = -128 LINE((L-l 1*512+127 1 = 127 IF(M.LT.126 1 THENIF(M.GT.119.AND.JMOD( 257-NL,25 1.EO.01 LINE(LM1 = 127 IAx IsEND IF GO TO 20END IF I L I NE =0IF(KILL.EQ.1 1 THEN 1 If linear plot...ILINE = <(PLOT!M-127.257-NL >*255. 1/ALPLTMX1 1 NormalizeELSE lElseIF(PLOT(M-127, 257-NL 1 .NE.01 1 If not 0...1 ILINE=ALOG10(PLOT(M-127,257-NL11*25 5./ALPLTMX (NormalizeEND IFILINE=ILINE-128 (Shift range LINE{LM 1 = ILINE (Reassign CONTINUE 1 Next line INL=128+NL-16CALL DSWRTWt LINE,16,INL1 (Write 16 lines of plot to TV



30 CONTINUE I Next group of 16 linesDO 40 J = 1 , 7 1Ax 1sDO 40 1=1,512 IJ = (J-l )*512+ I AX IS(10 ) = -128IF(OMOD( 1-127 ,25 >.EQ.0.AND.I.LT.385.AND.I.GT.127 )AXIS( 10 > = 127 IFtO.EQ.1.AND.I.GT.127.AND.I.LT.385 >AXIS(IJ ) = 127 40 CONTINUECALL DSWRTWlAXIS, 7 ,384 ) IWrlte axis to TV CLOSE!UNIT = 3 )CLOSE!UNIT = 4 )CALL ANNOTE!ONE,TWO,KILL,CT) 1 Annotate scatterp1otCALL DSDONESTOPENDC SUBROUTINE ANNOTE!ONE,TWO,KILL,CT)C ANNOTATE SCATTERPLOTINTEGER*2 LETTERZ!64,7),CODE!80),COORDS!4,2),NCH!4)CHARACTER*! INDECS*64,CHARS!80),CT CHARACTE R*16 ONE,TWO,LINE(4 ) *30 BYTE FIX!512,9)INTEGER KILL COMMON INDECS COMMON/CHR/ LETTERZDATA INDECS! 1:48)/'1234567890-=I@#$Xyx&*( )_+QWERTYUI OP[\]ASDFGHOKL ? ' ' '/ INDECS!49:64)=':"ZXCVBNM,./<>? 'DATA COORDS/250,259,400,475,30,30,150,150/,NCH/13,13,30,30/OPEN!UNIT=3,NAME='COEFPER]LETTERZ.DAT;1',TYPE='UNKNOWN‘,1 ASSOC IATEVARIABLE = I POINT,RECORDSIZE = 1,ACCESS='DIRECT' >IPOINT=1L INE! 1 )='CHANNEL ONE:'LINE!2)=ONELINE!3)='CHANNEL TWO: '//TWOIF!KILL.EQ.1 ) THENLINE!4)='LINEARELSE LINE(4)='LOG10END IFI F ( C T . E Q . ' Y ' )  L I N E !4 ) = L I N E (4 ) ! 1 : 1 0 ) / / ' CT N O R M A L I Z A T I O N '
DO 3 1=1,64 DO 3 0=1,7READ!3'IPOINT) LETTERZ!1,0)3 CONTINUEDO 30 IN= 1 ,4 DO 20 1=1,30 CHARS!I)=LINE!IN)!!:!)20 CONTINUE



DO 10 1 = 1 ,NCH( IN)CODE( I ) = I NDEX( INDECS,CHARS( I ) )10 CONTINUEIXT=I X IYT=IYCALL DSRDW(PIX,9,COORDS( IN, 1 ) >CALL LINESEK FIX.CODE.LETTERZ,COORDS( IN.2 ) ,NCH( IN ) ) CALL DSWRTW(FIX,9.COORDS(IN.1))30 CONTINUECLOSEt UNIT = 8 )STOPENDC SUBROUTINE LINESETtFIX,CODE,LETTERZ,IY.NCH >C ENCODE CHARACTERS FOR ANNOTATIONINTEGERS LETTERZt 6 4 , 7 ) , CODE ( 80 >, L ETRZ , I Y , NCH BYTE P I X(512,9 )DO 10 1=1,9 DO 10 0 = 1 , NCHLETRZ = LETTERZ(CODE(0),I- 1 )DO 10 K=7,1,-1 IPT = (0-1 )*7 + K+IY IF( I.EQ.l.OR.I.EQ.9 ) THEN PIX( I FT,I ) = -128 GO TO 10END IFIF(LETRZ/2*2.NE.LETRZ) THEN PIX( I FT,I 1 = 127ELSE PIX( I FT,I ) = -128END IFLETRZ=I ISHFT(LETRZ,-1 )10 CONTINUEDO 20 1=1,9 PIX( IY,I ) = -128 20 CONTINUERETURN END

00



PCAT
PCAT is a routine designed to perform a principal 

components rotation on four input channels. Originally 
written by Jeff Persoff and Tom Breugge for the image 
processing package SADIE version 2.2 at the University 
of Arizona, it is adapted here by Jeff Persoff for use 
independent of SADIE on the Digital VAX 11/780 at the 
University Medical Center.

The program initially opens four byte size element 
integer files and four four-byte element real scratch 
files for intermediate storage. The input files are 
operated on by a subroutine which calculates the 4 x 4  
cross-covariance matrix, and this in turn is operated on by 
a subroutine which outputs this matrix's eigenvalue and 
eigenvector matrixes. The four input files are then 
rotated by the eigenvector matrix and the resultant files 
are placed in the scratch files to await normalization. 
Another subroutine calculates the means and standard 
deviations of these new files, the input files are closed 
and four similarly apportioned output files are opened.

The eigenvalue/eigenvector subroutine was adapted 
on recommendation (but without permission) from:
Statistics and Data Analysis in Geology by John C, Davis 
with Fortran programs by Robert J. Sampson, Wiley and Sons, 
publishing. New York (1973).



The scratch files are then normalized by subtracting their 
respective mean values, scaling to fit a half-width of 
four standard deviations within the dynamic range of the 
video handler and clamping out-of-range values to these 
extremes. Finally the normalized scratch files are 
written to the output files, the output variances (before 
normalization) are written to the CRT, and all files are 
closed.
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PROGRAM PCATHIS PROGRAM DOES PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS ON A SET OF UP TO FOUR IMAGES BY ROTATION OF THE JOINT COVARIANCE MATRIX TO ITS PRINCIPAL AXES AND FORMING THE CORRESPONDING EIGENIMAGES OUT OF THE ORIGINAL SET.THIS VERSION AS OF MARCH 1980 JEFF PERSOFF
INPUT: FOUR 512 X 512 PIXEL 8 BIT IMAGESRECORDED AS DATA FILES
OUTPUT: FOUR OUTPUT IMAGES RESOLVED ALONGTHEIR MUTUAL PRINCIPAL AXES RECORDED AS DATA FILES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE VARIANCES
OTHER NOTES: THIS PROGRAM CO-WRITTEN BY JEFFPERSOFF AND TOM BREUGGE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA FOR SADIE VERSION 2.2 AS A BATCH ROUTINE AND ADAPTED FOR INDEPENDENT USE BY JEFF PERSOFF

REAL MEAN(4 >,SUM2(4 >,NORML< 4),C(4*512)INTEGER IOUTPU<4,1000)BYTE D(4*512)CHARACTER FILE*30, CT*1 INTEGER*2 IOSTAT(4 )DIMENSION COV(4, 4  > , B (4,4),LUN(8).SIGMA(4)COMMON C 1C contains 1 line from each Image; 4 total DATA LUN /I,2,3,4,8,9,10,11/PARAMETER N = 4 14 ImagesPARAMETER NLIN=512 1512 lines/ImagePARAMETER NPIX=512 1512 pixels/lineTYPE* , 'CT MASKING? CDEF= YES] 'ACCEPT 1800,NCHRS,CT 1800 FORMAT!Q,A1)IF(NCHRS.EQ.0) CT=1Y1 DO 10 1=1,N TYPE 1000,11000 FORMAT!X,’ENTER NAME OF DATA SET ',11,' > ',$)ACCEPT 200,NCHRS,FILE 200 FORMAT!Q,1A30)



DO 10 0=0,1IF(J.NE.0) FILE(NCHRS+1:NCHRS+1 )='21 FILE(NCHRS+1+J: )=* .DAT 'IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 9 C...OPEN INPUT FILES
O P E N ( U N I T  = LUN( I ),N A M E  = F I L E ,T Y P E = ' U N K N O W N ' ,A C C E S S = * S E Q U E N T I A L  * t 
1 F O R M = 'U N F O R M A T T E D ' , R E C O R D T Y P E = ' F I X E D '  ,R E C O R D S  IZE = 128 )IF(0.EQ.0)TYPE 101,I,FILE IF(J.EQ.1 )TYPE 102,I,FILE101 FORMAT!IX, 'INPUT IMAGE # ',11,': ' ,1A30)102 FORMAT!IX,'OUTPUT IMAGE # ',11,': ',1A30)GO TO 10C...OPEN SCRATCH FILES9 OPEN!UNIT=LUN(I+4),NAME=F1LE,TYPE='SCRATCH',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',I FORM='UNFORMATTED' ,RECORDTYPE='FIXED' ,RECORDS IZE = 512 )10 CONTINUE I Next ImageCALL COVA!LUN,COV,N,CT ) I Compute covariance matrix CALL EIGEN!COV,B,N ) I Solve COV for e1genmatr 1 x C...RESET INPUT FILES 
DO 90 IR=1,N REWIND LUN!IR)CONTINUETYPE*,'BEGIN MXMULT'DO 300 0 = 1 ,NLIN DO 36 IND37=1,NII = !IND37-1 )*NPIX+1 I Line Index In pixelsREAD!LUN! IND37 ) ,ERR=111 )(D( II + I12 ) ,I 12 = 0,511) 1 Read Jth lineIn IND37th Image Into 0
DO 37 ID=0,511 IPIxel IndexC< II + ID ) = FLOAT<D(II + ID ) + 128) I Assign floated D to CCONTINUE 1 Next pixelCONTINUE I Next ImageCALL MXMULT!B,N,NPIX,N) I Multiply C by covariance elgenmatr1x CALL STANDRD!SIGMA,MEAN,N,NPIX,0,NLIN,IOUTPU,CT) (Compute meanand Standard Deviation of new C vectorDO 210 1 = 1,N IWrlte C Into scratch files for normalizationI I = <1-1>*NPIX+1WRITE!LUN! 1+4 ),ERR=1111 )(C(II + II2),112=0,511 >

GO TO 210TYPE* , 'ERROR IN READ'GO TO 210TYPE*, 'ERROR IN WRITE'GO TO 210 CONTINUE 1 Next ImageCONTINUE 1 Next line

90

C

3736

C

1 1 1
1111
2 1 0300



DO 80 1=1,4REWIND LUN( I+4 ) IRewInd scratch files CLOSE (UNIT = LUN( I ) ) IClose Input filesNORML( I ) = SIGMA( I >*4. 1 Set normalization factor to 4 SD80 CONTINUEC...OPEN OUTPUT FILESOPEN(UNIT=1,NAME='OUT 1.DAT' ,TYPE='NEW' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,1 FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECORDTYPE='FIXED* ,RECORDS IZE = 128)OPEN(UN IT = 2,NAME='OUT2.DAT' ,TYPE='NEW' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,1 FORM='UNFORMATTED‘ ,RECORDTYPE='FIXED' ,RECORDS IZE = 128 )OPEN(UN IT = 3,NAME='OUT3.DAT' ,TYPE='NEW' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,1 FORM='UNFORMATTED',RECORDTYPE='FIXED' ,RECORDS IZE = 128 )OPEN(UN IT = 4,NAME='OUT4.DAT' ,TYPE='NEW' ,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL' ,1 FORM='UNFORMATTED' ,RECORDTYPE='FIXED' ,RECORDS IZE = 128 )DO 123 J = 1 ,NLIN DO 223 1=1,4IF(NORML( I ).EQ.0 > NORML( I ) = 1 IDevlslon by 0 Is a no-noI I=<I- 1 )*NPIX+1READ(LUN( 1 + 4 ) )(C( II + I12 ) ,I 12 = 0,511) IRead 1 line DO 323 K=0,NFIX-1C( I I+K > = (C( II+K )-MEAN( I ) ) * 127./NORML(I ) 1 Normal 1zeIF(C( II+K).GT.127. ) C( I I+K ) = 127. IClamp IF(C( II+K ) .LT.-128. ) C( I I+K ) = -128. IClamp D( II+K) = IFIX(C( II+K) ) !Ass 1gn fixed C to D323 CONTINUE 1 Next pixelWRITE(LUN( I > X D(II + I12),I 12=0,511 ) IWrlte D Into output file 223 CONTINUE 1 Next image123 CONTINUE 1 Next lineTYPE 9003,(I,SIGMA(I)**2,I=1,4> IWrlte output variances to TT DO 700 IJK=1,8CLOSE(UNIT=LUN< UK) > IClose all files 700 CONTINUETYPE 9002,7,7 17 Is ASCII for "bzzzzz"STOP699 FORMAT( 1X,4E10.3 )9002 FORMAT!IX,1A,' END PCA',1A)9003 FORMAT!///,' OUTPUT VARIANCES: ',4!/,' FILE ',11,' -- ' .E10.4)>ENDC SUBROUTINE COVA!LUN,COV,N,CT)C. ..COMPUTES COVARIANCE MATRIXDIMENSION CLEMF!4).DBELF!4 >,CELEF!6 >DIMENSION LU1M! 8 )DIMENSION COV(4,4)
•> - , M

00w
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50100

REAL C(4*512 )
ChILcv‘m 2CT ' I ' ? . - . > W
COMMON CPARAMETER NRiX=512 PARAMETER NLIN=512 LUCKY=(N**2-N)*.5 JVPE 9001, (LUN( I ) , 1 = 1 ,N )ZERO ARRAYS USED FOR SUMMING DO 2 1=1,N E L EMF( I)=0.0 DBELF(I>=0.0 CONTINUE DO 3 NN=1,LUCKY CELEFt NN)=0.CONTINUE N2=N-1 LINE LOOPDO 100 0 = 1 ,NL IN DO 36 IND37= 1 ,N I I = ( IND37-1 >*NPIX+1READ!LUN( IND37> )(D(II + I12 ) ,I 12=0,511 ) 1 Read In 1 line of Image IND37DO 37 ID=0,511C(II + ID ) = FLOAT(D( II + ID> + 128> lAssIgn floated D to CIF(CT.EQ.‘Y' .AND.ID.LT.80) C(II + ID )=0. (Eliminate density wedge CONTINUE 1 Next pixelCONTINUE 1 Next Image.PIXEL LOOPDO 50 1 = 1 , NP I X .FIND DIAGONAL ELEMENTS DO 8 K=1 ,NKK=(K-1 )*NP I X + I IPlxel numberDBELF(K> = DBELF(K> + <C(KK)>**2 I Sum C**2ELEMF(K > = ELEMF(K >+C(KK > I Sum CCONTINUE I Next Image ISS=0 .FIND CROSS TERMSDO 50 ISSA=1,N2 IN2=N~1I I = ( ISSA-1 )*NPIX+II I I = ISSA+1DO 50 JSSA=II I,N0J = (JSSA-1 )*NPIX+IISS=ISS+1CELEF(ISS>=CELEF( ISS ) + (C( 11 ) )*(C(00> ) ISum C( Image ISSA)*C( Image OSSA > CONTINUE 1 Next pair of Images; next pixel CONTINUE 1 Next line

00



X = FLOAT(NLIN*NPI X) 1 Number of pixels/ImageX1=X-1.C...CALCULATE DIAGONAL TERMS--VAR IANCE OF INDIVIDUAL IMAGES C. . .<<X**2>-<X>**2>DO 1 J0f 1 IND8=1,NCOV( IND8 ,IND8) = (DBELF( IND8)-(ELEMF( IND8 )*ELEMF( IND8 > )/X )/Xl
101 CONTINUE I Next ImageIS=0C...CALCULATE OFF DIAGONAL TERMSC...<<X(ISSA)X(JSSA>>-<X( ISSA)XX( JSSA>>> /DO 102 ISA=1,N2 I I = I SA+1 DO 102 JSA=I I,N IS=IS+1COV(ISA,JSA)=(CELEF(IS)-(ELEMF(ISA)*ELEMF(JSA))/X>/X1 COV(JSA,ISA ) =COV( ISA.JSA) I Symmetry102 CONTINUE I Next pair of ImagesTYPE 9002 lOutput covariance matrix to user DO 103 1=1,4TYPE 300, (COV( I ,J ),J = 1,N >103 CONTINUEC. ..CLOSE INPUT FILES C 2 LINES REMOVED TYPE 9003 300 FORMAT!IX,10(1PE10.3,3X))9001 FORMAT!IX,' BEGIN COVA ',813)9002 FORMAT!IX,' COVARIANCE MATRIX = ')9003 FORMAT!IX,' END COVA ')RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE E IGEN!A,B,N)C...CALCULATE EIGEN VALUES AND SOLVE FOR EIGENVECTORS DIMENSION A!4,4),B(4,4)TYPE 9001 1 He11oC...CALCULATE INITIAL AND FINAL NORMS C...SET B TO IDENTITY MATRIX ANORM=0.0 DO 100 1=1,N DO 101 0=1,N IF! 1-0)2,1,21 B( I,0 > = 1 .0 GO TO 1012 B( I,0 >=0.0ANORM=ANORM+A(I,0 ) *A(I,0) I Sum of squares of qff diagonals of

00in



C covariance matrix for thresholding101 CONTINUE 1 Next row100 CONTINUE I Next columnANORM=SQRT(ANORM)FNORM=ANORM*1.0E-06/FLOAT(N >C...INITIALIZE INDICATORS AND COMPUTE THRESHOLD THR=ANORM 23 THR = THR/FLOAT(N >3 I N D = 0C...SCAN DOWN COLUMNS FOR OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS C...GREATER THAN THRESHOLD DO 102 1=2,N 11=1-1DO 103 0=1,11IF(ABS(A( 1,0 >)-THR> 103,103,4 C...COMPUTE SIN AND COS4 I ND= 1 AL=-A(0,1)AM=(A(0,0 )-A( 1,1 ) >/2 . 0 AO=AL/SQRT(AL*AL+AM*AM )IF(AM >5,6,65 AO=-AO
6 SINX=AO/SORT(2.0*(1.0+SQRT(1.0-AO*AO)))SINX2=SINX*SINXCOSX=SQRT(1.0-SINX2>COSX2=COSX*COSX C...ROTATE COLUMNS I AND 0 DO 104 K=1,N IF(K-0 )7,10,77 IF(K-I ) 8,10,88 AT=A(K,0)A(K,0)=AT*COSX-A(K,I>*SINX AIK,I > =AT*SINX + AIK,I )*COSX 10 BT = BIK , 0 )B(K,0 ) = BT*COSX-B(K,I >*SINX B( K, I ) = BT*'S I NX + BI K , I )*COSX 104 CONTINUEXT = 2.0*A(O,I )*SINX*COSX AT=A(0,0)BT=A(1,1)A(0,0)=AT*COSX2+BT*SINX2-XT All,I)=AT*SINX2+BT*COSX2+XTA(0,I ) = (AT-BT )*SINX*COSX+A(0,I)* ICOSX2-SINX2)AI I,0 >=A(0,I )DO 105 K=1,N

OO
G\



At I ,K)=A(K , I )105 CONTINUE103 CONTINUE102 CONTINUEIF( IND >20,20,3 20 IF(THR-FNORM)25,25,23C. . .SORT EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS 25 DO 110 1=2,N0 = 129 IF(At 0-1,0-1 >-At 0,0 > >30,110,11030 AT=A(0-1,0-1>At 0-1 ,0-1 > =At 0,0>At 0,0)=AT DO 111 K=1,N AT=B(K,0-1)B(K.0-1 > = B(K,0 >B( K,0>=AT111 CONTINUE 
0 = 0 - 1I F(0-1 >110,110,29 1 10 CONTINUETYPE 9004 DO 112 1=1,NTYPE 1000,(At 1,0),0 = 1,N)112 CONTINUE TYPE 9002DO 120 1=1,NTYPE 1000, (B(I ,0 ) ,0 = 1,N >120 CONTINUETYPE 90039001 FORMAT(1X,' BEGIN EIGEN '>1000 FORMATtIX,10(1PE10.3,3X>>9004 FORMATtIX,' EIGENVALUE MATRIX = ')9002 FORMATtIX,' EIGENVECTOR MATRIX = ')9003 FORMATtIX,' END EIGEN *)RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE MXMULTtA,L,NPI X,N >C...MULTIPLY INPUT IMAGES BY EIGE NMATRIX (1 LINE EACH IMAGE PER CALL) REAL C(4*512 )COMMON CDIMENSION At 4,4 ),AAt 4 ) ,CCt 4 )C...LOOP OVER PIXELSDO 10 OP IX=1 ,NPI X C...LOOP OVER EIGENIMAGES



DO 20 IGEN=1 ,LDO 21 IN=1,N JAssIgn IGE Nth column (eigenvector) of A to AA AA( IN >=A(IN,IGEN )CONTINUE 1 Next Image CCC=0.0 LOOP OVER INPUT IMAGES DO 25 I N= 1 , NKK = <IN-1 )*NPIX + JPIX !Pixel number of Image INCCC=CCC+AA(IN )*C(KK ) IMultlply pixel JPIX In line of Image INIn column vector AA and sum over ImagesCONTINUE I Next ImageCC( IGE N ) =CCC 1 New value of pixel JPI X , Image IGENCONTINUE 1 Next eigenvectorSTORE EIGEN I MAGESDO 30 IGEN= 1 , L I Store 1 pixel per 4 Images I I = (IGEN-1 )*NPIX + JPIX C( I I >=CC< IGEN )CONTINUE 1 Next ImageCONTINUE I Next pixelRETURN END
SUBROUTINE STANDRD(SIGMA,MEAN,N,NPIX,K,NLIN,IOUTPU,CT)COMPUTE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF IMAGES (1 LINE EACH IMAGE PER CALL)REAL MEAN(N ) ,SIGMA(N)INTEGER IOUTPU(N,1000)CALL HIST(IOUTPU,N,NPIX,K,CT,NLIN) ICompute histogramsIF(K.EQ.NLIN ) CALL STANDEV(IOUTPU,MEAN,SIGMA,N,CT) 1 If last linecompute sigmaRETURNEND
SUBROUTINE HIST( IOUTPU,N,NPI X,K,CT,NLIN >COMPUTE HISTOGRAMS (1000 LEVELS >INTEGER IOUTPU(N,1000) ,MASKLVL(4)CHARACTER*! CT REAL C(4*512 )COMMON CDO 11 1 = 1,N 1 Zero histogram IF(K.EO.1 )THENDO 9 L = 1,1000 IOUTPU( I , L )=0 CONTINUEEND IFIF(K.EQ.75 > MASKLVL(I ) = IFIX(C(( 1-1 )*NPIX + 75 ) ) + l 1 Choose (arbitrarily)75th pixel of 75th line for CT mask level



DO 10 J=1 ,NPIX I I = ( I-1)*NPIX + 0IBIN = IFIX(C(II ) )+l IFInd bln In histogram /lOUTPUtI,IBIN ) = IOUTPU(I,IBIN> + 1 I Drop In pebble10 CONTINUE 1 Next pixelIF(K.EQ.NLIN ) THEN I If last line of Image
IFtCT.EQ.'Y') THENIF(IOUTPU( I,MASKLVL( I ) ).LT.181828 )TYPE*,'***CT MASK 1 ERROR ON FILE',I,'***'IOUTPU(I,MASKLVL( I > ) = IOUTPU( I,MASKLVL( I > >-181828END IFEND IF11 CONTINUE 1 Next ImageRETURNENDC SUBROUTINE STANDEVIHIST,TSUM,SIGMA,N,CT)C...COMPUTE STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF HISTOGRAMS INTEGER H I ST(N,1000)REAL SIGMA(N),TSUM(N >CHARACTER*! CT IT0T=512**2IF(CT.EQ.'Y') ITOT=I TOT-181828 1 181828 pixels In outer paddingDO 11 J=1,N TSUMtJ )=0.SUM2=0.DO 10 1=1,1000TSUM(J> = TSUM(J) + F LOAT( 1-1 )*F LOAT(HIST(0,1) )/FLOAT!I TOT )SUM2 = SUM2 + F LOAT( 1-1 )**2*FLOAT(HIST(0,I ) )/FLOAT!I TOT)10 CONTINUESIGMA!0) = SQRT(SUM2-TSUM!0 )**2 )11 CONTINUE RETURN END

00ID



RELIEFMP
RELIEFMP draws a one-to-one "relief map" of the 

densities along a selected horizontal line of the image 
being displayed on the TV, The map appears at the bottom 
of the image. The user first enters the step size in 
lines - This is the rate at which the line will index 
down the image, The direction can be changed from down 
to up or back to down again by entering "2" and when the 
desired location is reached, entering "1" will 
display the profile of that line at the base of the 
image. The program also optionally prints a listing on 
the CRT of the values along this line.



PROGRAM RELIEFMR C PLOTS A RELIEF MAP OF A SELECTED LINE AT BOTTOMc o f  Im a g eBYTE LINE(512 >,WHITE(512),PIC1(32*512),PIC2( 32,512)INTEGER LINE2(512)INTEGER*2 IOSTAT(4)DATA WHITE/512*127/CALL DSINIT(7,IOSTAT)C INSTRUCTIONS9 TYPE*, 1 ENTER STEP SIZE IN LINES'ACCEPT*,IADDTYPE*,'MOVE LINE BY HITTING "RETURN"'TYPE*, 'TO CHANGE DIRECTION ENTER "2"'TYPE*,‘TO LOOK AT PROFILE ENTER "1‘"I ND= 110 CALL DSRDW(LINE,1,IND) 1 READ ONE LINE OF IMAGE,CALL DSWRTW(WHITE,1,IND) 1 REPLACE WITH WHITE TYPE*, 'LINE #' , IND20 ACCEPT 100,NCHRS,ND I NEXT COMMANDTYPE*,'ND', ND 100 FORMAT(Q,I1)IF(NCHRS.EQ.0) CONTINUE IF(ND.EQ. 1 ) GO TO 30 IF(ND.EQ.2 ) IADD = -IADDIF(ND.NE.0.AND.ND.NE.1.AND.ND.NE.2 > THEN TYPE*,'***WHAT1??***'GO TO 20END IFCALL DSWRTWILINE,1,IND ) 1 WRITE OLD LINE BACK IN PLACEIND=IND+IADD 1SET TO IADD LINES DOWN GO TO 10 30 CONTINUEDO 40 1=1,512C ASSIGN NORMALIZED LINE DENSITY TO LINE2 FOR PLOTTINGLINE2(I)=IFIX(FLOAT((LINE(I>+128))/127.*32.) :40 CONTINUECALL B0TPL0T(LINE2,PIC1,PIC2) I PLOT ON THE BOTTOM TYPE*, 'WANT A LIST? CDEF = NOPE]' IQ:ACCEPT200,YESRNO !A:200 FORMAT!Al)IF(YESRNO.NE. 'Y' ) GO TO 50 C IF YES TYPE OUT LINE DENSITIES kO



1 , IND )

DO 45 <=1,512 TYPE*,'PIXEL #',K UHITE(K ) = -128 WHITEt K-l > = 127 CALL DSWRTWtWHITE 45 CONTINUEC PUT IMAGE BACK IN PLACE50 CALL DSWRTW(PIC1,32CALL DSWRTWt PIC2.32 TYPE*, 'DO IT AGAIN? ACCEPT 200,YESRNO IF(YESRNO.NE. 'Y' ) GO TO CALL DSWRTWt LINE,1,IND) GO TO 9 C THE END11 TYPE*, 'OK. BYE ... 'CALL DSWRTWILINE,1,IND)CALL DSDONESTOPEND

,LINE(K >

512-63 ) 512-31 >C DE F = NO] 1 MORE ?
1 11 REPLACE OLD LINE

20C

40
30C

60
50

SUBROUTINE BOTPLOTILINE2,PIC1,PIC2)PLOTS RELIEF MAP AT BOTTOMBYTE PIC1(32*512),PIC2(32*512),LINE(512)INTEGER L INE2(512 )READ 64 LINES AT BOTTOM OF IMAGE CALL DSRDWIPIC1,32,512-64>CALL DSRDW(PIC2,32,512-32)SET ALL TO BLACK DO 20 1=1,512 LINE<I>=-128 CONTINUE 1ST HALFDO 30 1=1,32 DO 40 0=1,512
IF(64-I.LE.LINE2(0))LINE(0> = 127 I SET PLOT TO WHITE CONTINUECALL DSWRTW(LINE,1,512-64 + 1) 1 WRITE LINE OF PLOTCONTINUE 2ND HALFDO 50 1=33,64 DO 60 0 = 1 ,512IF(64-1.LE.LINE 2(0 ))LINE(0) = 127 I SET PLOT TO WHITE CONTINUE
CALL DSWRTW(LINE,1,512-64 + 1) I WRITE LINE OF PLOTCONTINUERETURNEND

vO
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' STANDBY
STANDBY is a specialized form of linear contrast 

stretch (see CONMAP literature for linear form) in which 
the computer selects the "yardstick" with which to 
measure the image contrast and hence the contrast 
enhancement. This takes some of the decision but of the 
hands of the user, making it both faster and easier to 
use at the expense of a certain amount of versatility.

• The routine first forms a histogram of the image, 
after which it calculates the standard deviation of 
that histogram and displays it to be used as a unit of 
measurement in deciding how much stretching is required.

The benefit of this method is that the standard 
deviation is a rather universal image descriptor; all 
images with sufficiently well behaved statistics (a safe 
assumption for what is likely to be encountered) will 
have effectively the same contrast when, measured in units 
of their own standard deviations. This makes it a very 
attractive routine for one who is not yet sufficiently 
facile with contrast manipulation to make good use of 
CONMAP or when enhancement at this level is all that is 
desired.



PROGRAM STANDEVIATE C COMPUTES STANDARD DEVIATION OF IMAGE ON VIDEOC AND DOES PARAMETRIC CONTRAST STRETCHBYTE INPUT!16384)INTEGERS IOSTAT( 4 )CHARACTER UHM ,ANSM INTEGER IOUTPU(256)REAL A( 256 >CALL DSINIT!7,IOSTAT) 1INITALIZE VIDEO C CLEAR IOUTPUDO 10 1=1,256 IOUTPU!I>=0 10 CONTINUEI CT = 0TYPE*,'CT IMAGE?'ACCEPT 1001,UH 1001 FORMAT!1A1)I F!UH.EQ. "Y'l THEN I CT= 1TYPE*, ‘HISTOGRAM WILL BE SET TO 0 AT BACKGROUND GRAY LEVEL'END IFDO 21 01=1,16CALL DSRDW! INPUT,32,!01-11*32+1) 1 READ 32 LINES INTO INPUTIF(OI.EQ.l) ICTHIST=INPUT( 512*30 + 50) I IF CT, WHAT COLOR IS BACKGROUND? CALL HISTUP! INPUT,IOUTPU ) 1 INCLUDE THIS SET OF 32 IN HISTOGRAM21 CONTINUE 1 GO BACK FOR NEXT 32 LINES IF NOT DONEICTOUT=0IF! ICT)ICTOUT=IOUTPU( ICTHIST+129) I SET ICTOUT IF CTIF! ICT.EQ.1 IIOUTPU! ICTHIST+129 )=0 I IF CT, SET HIST AT BKG LEVEL TO 0CALL STANDEV! IOUTPU,IWIDTH,TSUM,SIGMA,ICTOUT ) 1COMPUTE S D OF HISTOGRAM TYPE*, 'ENTER 0 TO TERMINATE'25 TYPE* , 'SIGMA= ',SIGMA, 'MEAN= '.TSUMTYPE*, 'ENTER HALF-WIDTH IN SIGMAS'TYPE*, 1MAX= ',( 128.-ABS! 128.-TSUM) )/SIGMA, ' MIN= ',1/SIGMA ACCEPT*,HSIGS 1 ENTER DESIRED DYNAMIC RANGE IN SIGMASIF!HSIGS.EQ.0. )GO TO 35 1 ENTER 0 TO TERMINATEIWIDTH=IFIX(SIGMA*HSIGS ) * 2 ICENTR=IFIX!TSUM )IMIN=ICENTR-IWIDTH/2 IMAX=ICENTR+IWIDTH/2 TYPE 100,ICENTR,IMAX-IMIN 100 FORMAT!IX,'CENTER POINT= ',13,' WINDOW WIDTH= ',13)CALL MAPPIT! IMIN,IMAX ) 1 STRETCH CONTRASTTYPE200 200 FORMAT!///)GO TO 25 «£>



35 TYPE*,'DO YOU WISH TO MAKE THIS ENHANCEMENT PERMANENT?'ACCEPT 1001,ANS I F ( ANS . EQ . ' Y' ) CALL PERM.CALL DSDONE 789 STOPENDC SUBROUTINE HISTUP(INPUT,IOUTPU)C COMPUTES IMAGE HISTOGRAM INTEGER lOUTPUt 256 )BYTE INPUT!16384)DO 11 K=l,16384 132*512=16384 PIXELSTEM=INPUT(K ) + 129 1-128: 127 --> 0:255IOUTPU!TEM ) = IOUTPU(TEM > + 1 1DROP PEBBLE IN BOX11 CONTINUERETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE STANDEV!HIST,IWIDTH,TSUM,SIGMA,ICTOUT)C COMPUTES HISTOGRAM STANDARD DEVIATION INTEGER HIST! 256 )TSUM=0.SUM2=0.ITOT = 512*512-ICTOUT 1 TOTAL # OF PIXELS - # OF "ZERO PADDING COLORED" FOR CTC COMPUTE < X* *2 > AND <X>**2 DO 10 1=1,256TSUM = TSUM+FLOAT!( I -1 )*HI ST! I)>/FLOAT< I TOT )SUM2 = SUM2 +FLOAT! 1-1 )**2*FLOAT!HI ST! I > >/FLOAT! I TOT >10 CONTINUESIGMA = SQRT(SUM2-TSUM**2 > 1SIGMA = SQRT(<X**2>-<X>**2>RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE MAPPIT!IMIN,IMAX)C DO LINEAR CONTRAST MAP INTEGER*2 MAP!256)COMMON MAPSLOPE = 255./FLOAT! IMAX-IMIN >DO 10 1=0,255MAP! 1 + 1 ) = IFIX!SLOPE*FLOAT( I-IMIN)) IY=M(X-X(0)>IF(MAP( 1 + 1 ).LT.0) MAP( I + 1 )=0 ICLAMP EXTREMES IF!MAP! 1 + 1) .GT. 255 )MAP( I + l) = 255 1!DITTO)10 CONTINUECALL DSMAP(MAP) IMAP RETURNEND . <£><Ji



c SUBROUTINE PERM BYTE LINEZ(512,32 )INTEGERS MAPI 256 )COMMON MAP DO 30 1=1,256IF(MAPI I ) .GE.255 ) MAPI I > = 255 IF!MAPI I ).LE.0 > MAPI I >=0 30 CONTINUEDO 10 1=1,16CALL DSRDWILINEZ,32,1 1-1 >*32+1 >DO 20 J = 1 ,512 DO 20 K=1,32LINEZIJ,K )=MAP(LINEZIJ,K) +129 >-128 C ABOVE LINE IS MESSY BECAUSE MAP'S DOMAIN IS 1 TO 256C IS 0 TO 255, AND LINEZ'S RANGE IS -128 TO 127.20 CONTINUECALL DSWRTWILINEZ,32,11-1>*32+1)10 CONTINUERETURN END

ITS RANGE
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STEREO
STEREO is a program, that fconstracts CT stereo 

pairs for either crossed or parallel fusion, coding slice 
number (which is a function of position), into depth 
information by means of relative image-plane shift.

The program incorporates the reconstruction 
algorithm used in GECTDS with modifications to reconstruct 
up to ten slices (assuming the study has ten slices) 
per stereo pair. This is the main body of the routine; 
the remainder being devoted to assembling these slices 
into the final product.

Basically what the routine does is to first 
reconstruct, the slices desired, and place them in scratch 
files for temporary storage; following which the program 
calls a subroutine which weights, shifts, averages, and 
normalizes the component images, combining left and right 
images side by side on a single frame; and Voila— a 
sterogram.

The user controls the amount of the parallax 
in entering the relative pixel shift; positive for crossed 
fusion, negative for parallel. Generally a shift of one 
or two pixels per slice seems to give good results unless 
an unusual amount of parallax is desired. Note that in 
inverting the parallax the top slice becomes the bottom 
and vice versa. Choosing slices three through seven, for



98
instance, and a shift of +2 would achieve the same results 
as choosing slices' seven through three and a shift of -2? 
although the relative weighting of the slices would be 
reversed with the slice ordering.

The relative weighting is something that has to 
be chosen by individual preference or need. The user is 
encouraged to experiment with various combinations.

)



PROGRAM STEREOC THIS PROGRAM ACQUIRES, DECODES, RECODES AND DISPLAYSC OUTPUT IMAGE TAPES WRITTEN ON THE GE CAT SCANNER ASC AN INTERFACE TO THE DIGITAL VAX 11/780 COMPUTER SYSTEM.C THE OUTPUT FORMAT IS OF A TWO IMAGE STEREOGRAM.C THIS VERSION IS AS OF DECEMBER 1979.CC INPUT: ONE CT STUDY AS RECORDED ON THE GE SCANNERC AND TRANSFERRED TO DISK ON THE VAXCC OUTPUT: CT STEREOGRAM OF 256 DISCRETE LEVELSC DISPLAYED ON TV MONITORCC SUBROUTINES REFERENCED: DSINIT; PIXY; DSWRTW; DSDONE;C ZNIN; REFILL; WPIXD; HEADUP; BYTEFLIP; ADDS2; DGCFLOATCC OTHER NOTES: SUBROUTINES DSINIT,DSWRTW AND DSDONE AREC PART OF THE LIBRARY II , 1IF/LI AND MUST BE LINKED WITHC IT SHOULD ANY CHANGES BE MADE IN THIS PROGRAM.C SUBROUTINE WPIXD IS COURTESY OF GENERAL ELECTRICC WITH A FEW SMALL CHANGES.C 12/18/79 JEFF PERSOFFC INITIALIZE; ENTER PARAMETERSC BYTE PICTURt 512,512 ), STAKPIX(512 )INTEGER*2 IOSTAT(4 >CHARACTER*! YESNO, CHARI 10)CHARACTER*30 FILE CHARACTE R*15 ITCH REAL WT(10)INTEGER*2 HEADER! 256 )COMMON LUN,IPOINT, /HEAD/HEADERDATA CHAR/'0','1','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9'/ CALL TXTCLR TYPE 9999 FORMAT(T30,1CT STEREOGRAM DISPLAY',///)C GET FILE INFO AND OPEN IMAGE FILETYPE 100100 FORMAT!X,'ENTER NAME OF DATA SET > ',$)ACCEPT 200,NCHRS,FILE200 FORMAT!Q,1A30)TYPE 175

<£>iO



175

402
401

176

177
178

179C
450C

C

c
c

FORMAT!IX,'ENTER TOP AND BOTTOM SLICE NUMBER > 1,$)ACCEPT*,ITOP,IBOT I SGN=1ITOT=IBOT-ITOP IF(ITOT.LT.0) THEN ITOT = -I TOT ISGN=-1END IF I TOT =I TOT +1 TYPE 402FORMAT!IX,'CENTER OF WINDOW CDEF: 0] > ‘,$)ACCEPT 401,NCH2,ISHIFT FORMAT(Q,I4)IF!NCH2.EQ.0) ISHIFT=0 TYPE 176FORMAT!IX,'ENTER PIXEL SHIFT > *,$)ACCEPT*,ISCHIFT TYPE 177FORMAT!IX.'ENTER WEIGHTING, TOP TO BOTTOM (FLOATING PT.) > ',$) ACCEPT 178,(WT(L),L=1,ITOT)FORMAT(<ITOT>F7.4)FILE=‘ CJEFPER.CT]'//FILE//' .DAT'L UN = 2OPEN!UNIT=LUN,NAME=FILE,TYPE='OLD',ACCESS='DIRECT',1 ASSOCIATEVARIABLE=IPOINT,READONLY)IP0INT=1DO 179 N = 7,6+I TOT ITCH='SCRATCH‘//CHAR!N-6)//'.DAT'OPEN!UNIT=N,NAME=ITCH,TYPE='SCRATCH',ACCESS='DIRECT',1 REC0RDSIZE=512/4,REC0RDTYPE='FIXED')CONTINUE GET FILE HEADERCALL HEADUP!HEADER)FORMAT! 1A1 )TOP OF SLICE LOOP L UNZ = 6DO 150 NUMSLICE=ITOP,IBOT,ISGN L UNZ = L UNZ+1IF!WT(LUNZ-6).EQ.0.) GO TO 150 SET IPOINT TO READ DESIRED FIRST RECORD IWORD = (NUMSLICE-1 ) *256*316 +256+1 IPOINT=IWORD/409 6+1 GET THE PIXELS TOGETHERCALL PIXY!PICTUR,NUMSLICE,ISHIFT)JUGGLE PIXELSDO 77 L=1,512 DO 76 M=1 ,512 STAKPIX(M) = PICTUR(M,L )
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76 CONTINUEWRITE(LUNZ* L ) ( STAKPI X(M),M=1,512 )77 CONTINUEC GO BACK FOR NEXT SLICE150 CONTINUEC FORM COMPOSITE IMAGECALL ADDS2( ISCHIFT,WT,I TOT >C BYE BYE151 CLOSE!UNIT = LUN )DO 152 I = 7,6 +I TOT CLOSE!UNIT=I )152 CONTINUE STOP ENDC SUBROUTINE ZNIN!MAP >C CALCULATE FIELD OF ZEROS C TO PAD IMAGE.INTEGER*2 HEADER! 256 )INTEGER MAP(320)COMMON /HEAD/HEADER CALL WPIXD!HEADER,MAP)C CHANGE MAP FROM # OF PIXELS TO # OF ZEROS DO 10 1=1,320 MAP! I > = 1 60-MAP( I ) + 96 C 96=!512-320)/2 10 CONTINUEC TYPE*,MAPRETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE PIXY!PICTUR.NUMSLICE,I SHI FT)C GETTING THE PIXELS TOGETHERBYTE PICTUR!512,512).TEMBYTE,TEMPICT!2),BITE!2) INTEGER ZN(320)INTEGER*2 BUFF!4096 ),IPICTEM,TUFBUF1.SLICENUM EQUIVALENCE (TUFBUF1,TEMPICT!1)),!BITE!1),SLICENUM) DATA INDIC/0/NOVE R=0 NUNDER=0 C GET ZERO PADDINGIF! INDIC.EO.0) CALL ZNIN!ZN )I NDIC=1C FILL UP BUFFER WITH IMAGE POINTS CALL REF ILL!BUFF,K)IWORD = (NUMSLICE-1 ) *256*316 + 256+ 1 K=JMOD(IWORD.4096)



C GET SLICE #SLICENUM = BUFF( 13 + K )IF(NUMSLICE.EQ.1 ) SLICENUM = BUFF(270)TEMBYTE = BITE( 1 )BIIE ( 1 ) = BITE ( 2>BITE { 2> = TEMBYTE C SKIP FIRST 512 WORDS IF NUMSLICE=1 OR 256 OTHERWISE K=K+257IF(NUMSLICE.EQ.1)K=513 C FILL UP IMAGEDO 10 1=1,512 DO 10 0=1,512 C DECIDE WHETHER TO FEED IN VALUE TO PIXEL IK=I-96IF(O.GT.ZN( IK).AND.J.LE.512-ZN( IK >.AND.IK.GT.0.AND.IK.LE.320) THEN C FLIP DEM BYTES - DGC-->DEC TUFBUF1=BUFF(K>TEMBYTE=TEMPICT(1 )TEMPICT( 1 ) =TEMPICT(2 )TEMP ICT(2 )=TEMBYTE BUFF(K ) = TUF BUF1 111 IPICTEM=BUFF(K)-512-ISHIFTIF( IPICTEM.GT.127 )THEN IPICTEM=127 NOVE R = NOVE R+1END IFIF(IPICTEM.LT.-128)THEN IPICTEM=-128 NUNDER=NUNDER+1END IFPICTURI0,I ) = IPICTEM K = K+ 1C OUT OF ENTRIES IN RECORD? FILL 'ER UPIF(K.GE.4097.AND.I.NE.512.AND.J.NE.512) CALL REFILL!BUFF,K)C IF PIXEL LOCATION IS IN OUTER FIELD SET IT TO -128 ELSEPICTURt0,I ) = -128 END IF 10 CONTINUETYPE 100,SLICENUM 100 FORMAT!IX,'SLICE # ',12)TYPE*,'NUMBER OF OVERRANGE PIXELS -- '.NOVERTYPE*, 'NUMBER OF UNDERRANGE PIXELS -- ' .NUNDERRETURN ENDC 102



SUBROUTINE REFILL!BUFF,K)C FILL UP THE BUFFER ONE MORE TIME...INTEGERS BUFF! 4096 )COMMON LUN,IPOINT K= 1C TYPE*,IPOINTREAD!LUN'IPOINT,ERR = 909,END = 99) (BUFF!J >,J = 1,4096 )98 RETURN99 TYPE*,'*** EOF ***'GO TO 98909 TYPE*,‘ERRORerrorERRORerrorERROR'C TYPE*,IPOINT,JGO TO 98 ENDC SUBROUTINE WPIXD(GENTRY,LL >C CALCULATES SINGLE IMAGE SHAPE & EMPTY PIXELC PADDING. COURTESY OF GENERAL ELECTRIC WITHC MINOR MODIFICATIONS.PARAMETER MXHGT=160 INTEGER LL!2*MXHGT),YHIGH,XHIGH INTEGER*? GENTRY! 256 ),FOO!9),USEPI XT,HEAD REAL PIXSIZ,YDIAM,XDIAM,CALDIAMEQUIVALENCE !FOO! 1 ),PIXSIZ ),(FOO!3 >,USEWPI XT),(FOO!4),YD IAM> EQUIVALENCE (FOO!6 ),XDIAM ),(FOO!8),CALDIAM)DATA FOO/9*0/CALL BYTEFLIP!GENTRY)HEAD = QE NTRY! 102 )IF!HEAD.NE.1.AND.HEAD.NE.0)THENTYPE *,'HEAD OR NOT UNDETERMINED - SETTING TO NO'HEAD=0END IFC TYPE*,HEADDO 100 1=1,9100 FOO! I >=QENTRY! 193+1 )CALL DGCFLOAT!PIXSIZ.XDIAM.YDIAM)C TYPE*,'**' ,PIXSIZ,USEWPIXT,YDIAM,XDIAM,CAL DIAMC THRESHOLD PIXSIZIF(PIXSIZ.GT.0.795.AND.PIXSIZ.LT.0.80) PIXSIZ=0.80 IF!YDIAM.GE.25.0.AND.YDIAM.LE.43.16)GO TO 2 IF!HEAD.EQ.0)YDIAM=43.15 IF!HEAD.EQ.1 )YDIAM = 25.02 IF!XDIAM.GE.20.0.AND.XDIAM.LE.43.16)GO TO 3 IF(HEAD.EQ.0 ) XDIAM = 43.15IF!HEAD.EQ.1> XDIAM=20.03 IF!PIXSIZ.LT.0.5.OR.PIXSIZ.GT.2.0)PIXSIZ=1.34853364 IF!USEWPIXT.EQ.0)GO TO 5 1 CHANGED FROM "NE" TO "EQ" I
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YD IAM = 43.15 XDIAM=43.15 PIXSIZ=1.3485336 5 CONTINUEYHIGH=5.*YDIAM/PIXSIZ+0.5 XHIGH=5.*XDIAM/PIXSIZ+0.5 IF(YHIGH.GT.MXHGT )YHIGH = MXHGT IF(XHIGH.GT.MXHGT )XHIGH = MXHGT DO 10 I=MXHGT,YHIGH,-1 0 = MXHGT +1-1 10 LL(J > = 1DO 20 I=YHIGH , 1 ,-1 v) = MXHGT +1-170 LL(J ) = IFIX(XHIGH*SORT( !.-(((FLOAK I >-.5 )/(YHIGH ) )**2 > H0.5 )DO 30 I=MXHGT+1,2*MXHGT 30 LL(I)=LL(2*MXHGT+1-I)C TYPE40,LL40 FORMAT(201 6 )RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE HEADUP(HEADER)C THIS SUBROUTINE PUTS THE FILE HEADER INTO ARRAY FOR LATER USAGE INTEGERS HEADER! 256 )COMMON LUN,IPOINT C TYPE*,IPOINTREAD!LUN'IPOINT)!HEADER!I), 1=1,256)C TYPE*,!I.HEADER!I ), 1 = 1 ,256 )RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE BYTEFLIP(HEADR3 )C RECODE DGC INTEGER INTO DEC INTEGER (OUST FLIPS THEC BYTES). USED TO ACCESS IMAGE FORMAT INFORMATIONC FROM HEADER.. INTEGER*? HEADR2! 256 ) .HEADR3! 256 )BYTE HEADR1!512),TEMBYTE EQUIVALENCE (HEADR2,HEADR 1 )DO 9 0=1,256 HEADR2(0 ) = HEADR3(0 )9 CONTINUEDO 10 1=0,510,2 TEMBYTE = HEADR1( 1+2 )HEADR 1( 1+2 ) = HEADR1(1 + 1 )HEADR 1( 1 + 1 ) = TEMBYTE10 CONTINUEDO 11 K=1,256 HEADR3!K > = HEADR2(K>



11 CONTINUERETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE ADDS2(ISHIFT,WT,INUM)C FORM COMPOSITE IMAGE BY AVERAGING SHIFTED IMAGES BYTE IN( 10,512), OUT(32*512 )INTEGER ITEM(2 )REAL WT(10)INTEGERS IOSTAT( 4 )CALL DSINIT(7,IOSTAT)DO 10 I = 1 , INUM WET=WET + WT( I )10 CONTINUEDO 15 IJ = 7,INUM + 6 REWIND IJ 15 CONTINUEDO 20 0=0,480,32DO 31 KI=1,32DO 25 1 = 1 , INUMIF(WT(I>.EQ.0.) GO TO 25READ( 1+6'U + KI )( IN( I,K ) ,K=1,512 >25 CONTINUEDO 30 K=1,512ITEM! 1 )=0ITEM!2 >=0DO 35 K2=l,INUMK3=K-ISHIFT*K2+130K4=K+ISHIFT*K2-130IF(K3.LT.1 )k3 = K3 + 512IF(K4.LT.1 )K4 = K4 + 512IF(K3.GT.512)K3=K3-512IF(K4.GT.512)K4=K4-512ITEM( 1 )=WT(K2)*IN(K2.K3) + ITEM( 1)ITEM(2 )=WT(K2)*IN(K2.K4 >+ITEM( 2)35 CONTINUEITEM2=ITEM(1)/WETIF(K.GT.256 )ITEM2=ITEM(2)/WETOUT((KI-1 )*512 + K ) = ITEM230 CONTINUE31 CONTINUECALL DSWRTWIOUT,32)20 CONTINUECALL DSDONE RETURN
. . end
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S U B R O U T I N E  D G C F L O A T ( R I X S I Z ,X D I A M ,YD I A M )C RECODE DGC FLOATING POINT INTO DEC FLOATING POINT C DGC HAS 7 BIT EXPONENT IN EXCESS 64, VALUE OF NUMBER 
C IS MANTISSA*16**EXPONENT.C DEC HAS 8 BIT EXPONENT IN EXCESS 128 WITH HIDDEN BIT C NORMALIZATION, VALUE OF NUMBER IS MANTISSA*2**EXPONENT. C BYTES ARE REVERSED (HIGH/LOW-->LOW/HIGH) IN THE TWO C REPRESENTATIONS.REAL A(3 )INTEGER*2 SUB1 ,IN,INI,IN2 BYTE INT(12 >EQUIVALENCE (A< 1 ) ,INT(1 ))A( 1 > = PIXSIZ A(2 ) = XDIAM A< 3 > = YDIAM DO 10 1=1,3 SUB 1=0 SUB2=0.IN=INT(1*4-3)IN=IISHFTtIN,8)DO 20 0=0,7IF(IN.LT.0) SUB2=SUB2+2.**(-(0+l))IN=IISHFT( IN,1 )20 CONTINUEIN1 = INT( 1*4 )IN2=INT( 1*4-1 )IN1 = I ISHFTt INI,8)IN2=IISHFTtIN2,8 )DO 30 0=0,8IFt INI.LT.0) SUB2 = SUB2 + 2**t-(0 + 9 ) )IFt IN2.LT.0) SUB2 = SUB2 + 2**(-tO+18 ) )IN1=IISHFTtINI,1>IN2=IISHFTt IN2, 1 )30 CONTINUESUB 1 = INTt1*4-2 )-64 At I ) = SUB2*16**SUB1 10 CONTINUEPIXSIZ=At 1 )XDIAM=At2 )YD IAM = A(3 )RETURN

END
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CTDISP - A Program to Allow 
Remote Display of EMI 5005 Images

Preface
The primary aims of the project under which this 

program was created require that CT images, scanned and 
recorded by the EMI scanner system, be manipulated on the 
Digital VAX 11/780 computer systeiru Since the two 
systems are not directly compatible, the image must be 
broken down and reassembled before it is possible to 
display and operate on these images.

The program described herein serves as an interface 
between the two systems, allowing one to scan on the 
EMI and display and perform analysis and manipulation on 
the VAX. Although the EMI scanner is no longer 
available at this hospital, this program and its 
descendant, designed to perform the same function for the 
General Electric CT/T, are available for use any time the 
need or opportunity arises.

Thanks are due Jerry Johnson and Steve Trujillo 
for cooperation and help with the scanner here at the 
hospital, and to Bruce da Costa at the Optical Sciences 
Center for "the information,"



CTDISP Method and' Discussion

Tape Architecture - 320 Pixel Diameter Image 
Specifications:

9 track, phase encoded to ANSI/ECMA standard 
Odd parity •
Density = 1600 BPI 
Tape speed % 45 IPS

The magnetic tape consists of a Tape Directory and a 
number of files, each containing one slice„ Following 
the Tape Directory there is an End of File mark. As 
the Tape Directory is not used in the decoding operation 
the first file, on any tape is to be skipped.

Picture Format:
The first slice of a scan is the second file on 

tape, following the Tape Directory in the first file.
Each picture occupies 20 physical records of 4096 words 
each, a total of 81920 words. These are made up of 
256 words of slice header followed by 80320 words of data 
the latter being the unsealed pixel values packed 
contiguously. Note that the black background is not 
stored? the number of pixels per line must be known in 
order to unpack the image, (Reference: Unnamed EMI
CAT Scanner Document)



Reconstructions Scaling
The data are stored in 16 bit form. Ideally, 

to scale the data to EMI values it must be divided by 
40 (decimal) then rounded up if the remainder is greater 
than 0.5. Values that fall outside of the range -500 
to 1500 (decimal) should be clamped to these extremes.
The data are then offset by 512 (decimal) and the least 
significant-11 bits are sent to the viewer.

The video display we use, however, has a dynamic 
range of only 8 bits, so an alternate scaling must be 
devised. We must get the most significant 8 bits out of 
these least significant 11,

Fortunately, division.by 40 can be read "shift 
by 5 bits and scale by 4/5." Shifting by 5 bits and 
sending the least significant 11 bits is equivalent to 
not shifting at all and sending the most significant 
11 bits. We can then get the most significant 8 bits of 
the least significant 11 bits, after 'Scaling by taking 
the most significant 8 bits of the data word without 
scaling; which leaves us with a scaling factor of 4/5.

In addition to this scaling factor we also must 
consider that the least significant bit of this 8 bit 
number is actually the third bit of the 11 bit number, so 
that for every density step taken With the 8 bit display

3there are 2 = 8  steps taken with the 11 bit display.
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Finally, then, we have a scaling factor of 

(4/5)8 = 6,4; every density step on the display represents 
a step of 6,4 CT numbers (rounded, probably, to the 
nearest integer),

Reconstruction: Methodology
There are two major considerations in the 

construction of a viable algorithm; proper scaling and 
proper repacking of pixels, Scaling has been discussed 
above; repacking requires knowledge of the exact 
shape and size of the final image.

The actual CT image as meant to be displayed is 
a circle of 320 pixel diameter, This circle is centered 
in an image field of 512 x 512 pixels as illustrated 
below:

96-*

512

Nr
f----- -512— ---*

T

sio
&
964

All the area outside of the circle is set to black.



Courtesy of EMI (.rather indirectly) I have 
obtained a table of values which allow me to calculate 
the’number of "empty" pixels with which to pad each line 
of the image. This, then, delineates where the image 
is merely background, and where the CT pixels should be 
unpacked.

The program next goes from pixel to pixel ' 
assigning black to a pixel if it is in background or 
packing in the next pixel from the CT image if it is 
within the prescribed image area. (Scaling is 
accomplished by taking only the high byte of the pixel 
value, skipping every second byte [which is the low 
byte]. Pixels are unpacked into an 819 2 byte buffer 
fo'r intermediate ‘storage; the buffer being refilled 
when all values are assigned to the image.) Finally, 
the image is written, line by line onto the video 
screen.



Flowchart of CTDISP

M + M+l

ENTER Name of data set 
and Logical Unit on which to open|

OPEN input file 
on given logical unit

INITIALIZE display!

CALL PIXY

STAKPIX (M) PICTUR (M,L) 
read pixel M of line L into 

STAKPIX__________

No » 512?)
Yes

WRITE line from! 
STAKPIX to Video

L ■<" L+l ~ No <L ^ 512?) Yes

DEALLOCATE VIDEO
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Subroutine PIXY

(ENTER)

1CALL ZNIN1 

ICALL REFILJ

[SKIP header (257 words)!

no
Are I  and J indexes' 
ri t h in  p ic tu re  area?/

yes

no
(K > 8192?>

yes
CALL REFILLI

no
5127) J +- J4-1

yes no

yes
(RETURN

PICTUR ( J , I ) =  -123  
se t p ix e l to black

PICTUR ( J , I )  4- BUFF (K) 
Assign p ic tu re  value next 

h ig h -b y te  element in  b u ffe r

K K+2 
Skip over next byte  

in  b u ffe r  (se t to  next 
______ h igh -byte)_______
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Subroutine ZNIN

ENTER

(I > 160? I ^ I + liNo
Yes

161

READ from LUN 1 
to ZN(I)

OPEN file ZN.DAT 
on LUN 1

ZN (I) <- ZN (I) +96 
additional 'empty 1 pixels 
to fill 512x512 format

ZN (J) ZN (321-J)
1 empty1 pixel padding in 

lower half of image is mirror 
_______ of top half_________

(J % 320?) No \J 4- 3+1
Yes

(RETURN')



Subroutine Refill

ENTER,

RETURN;

READ 819 2 bytes into Buff

Resent pointer to first 
record
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List of Variables for Program CTDISP .

PICTUR (512, 512) 
STAKPIX (512)
I OS TAT (4)

FLAG

FILE (30)
IPOINT 
LUN 
NCHRS 
ZN (.320)

BUFF (8192)

K

Full image 512 x 512 pixels 
Single line of image,for display 
Status of video allocation (needed 
for video handler)
Flag for video allocation (needed 
for video handler)
Name of file to be decoded 
Pointer for file read 
Lun on which file is opened 
Number of characters in file name 
Number of "empty" pixels padding 
each of the 320 CT image lines 
Buffer for initial packed image 
storage
Number of bytes skipped for header 
plus 1 (in routine PIXY and REFILL)

Along with the routines included with the program 
and those that are Fortran library routines are those that 
are included explicitly in the video handler. These 
routines are described below. If a compatible handler does 
not already exist on the user's system, one will have to be 
written to accommodate the program or the program will have 
to be altered to suit the available handler,



°DSINIT (FLAG, IOSTAT) Allocates and initializes 
video display. FLAG and IOSTAT are both internal and no 
use is made of them in the program.

•DSWRTW (STAKPIX, 1) Writes from array STAKPIX 
one line to next line on display and waits for further I/O.

°DSDONE Deallocates video.



PROGRAM CTDISPC THIS PROGRAM ACQUIRES, DECODES, RECODES AND DISPLAYSC OUTPUT IMAGE TAPES WRITTEN ON THE EMI CAT SCANNER ASC AN INTERFACE TO THE DIGITAL VAX 11/780 COMPUTER SYSTEM.C THIS VERSION IS AS OF MAY 1979.CC INPUT: ONE FILE OF 320 BLOCKS OF 512 BYTES EACHC OR 20 RECORDS OF 8192 ENTRIES EACH WHICH REPRESENTSC A CT IMAGE FROM THE SCANNER.CC OUTPUT: ONE 320 PIXEL DIAMETER 8 BIT ( 256C LEVEL) CT IMAGE DISPLAYED ON 512x512 PIXELC FIELD ON TV MONITOR.CC SUBROUTINES REFERENCED: DSINIT; PIXY; DSWRTW; DSDONE;C ZNIN; REFILLCC OTHER NOTES: SUBROUTINES DSINIT,DSWRTW AND DSDONE AREC PART OF THE LIBRARY [1,1 IF/LI AND MUST BE LINKED WITHC IT SHOULD ANY CHANGES BE MADE IN THIS PROGRAM.C THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN WRITTEN FOR THE 320 PIXEL DIAMETERC IMAGE AND CAN BE ADAPTED TO OTHER SIZES WITH ADDITIONALC PROGRAMMING STATEMENTS AND THE APPROPRIATE ZERO PADDINGC INFORMATION.C BYTE PICTUR(512,512), STAKPIXt 512 )INTEGERS IOSTAT( 4 >LOGICAL*! FILE(30)COMMON LUN,IPOINT C GET FILE INFO AND OPEN IMAGE FILE TYPE 100100 FORMAT!X, * ENTER NAME OF DATA SET > ',$)ACCEPT 200,NCHRS,FILE 200 FORMAT!Q,30A1)FILE!NCHRS+1)='.'FILE!NCHRS+2)='D'FILE!NCHRS+3)='A*FILE!NCHRS + 4 )=‘T1 TYPE 300300 FORMAT!X,'ENTER LUN >',$)ACCEPT 400,LUN 400 FORMAT!12)OPEN!UNIT=LUN,NAME=FILE,TYPE='OLD',ACCESS="DIRECT',1 ASSOC IATEVAR IABLE = I POINT,READONLY>IPOINT=1 TYPE 101,FILE 118



C GET READY TO WRITE ON TVCALL DSINITIFLAG,IOSTAT)101 FORMAT(X,30A1)C GET THE PIXELS TOGETHER CALL PIXY(PICTUR)C PUT ONE LINE OF PICTURE IN STAKPIX DO 77 L = 1 ,512 DO 76 M=1,512 STAKPIX(M)=PICTUR(M,L)76 CONTINUEC WRITE TO MONITORCALL DSWRTW(STAKPIX,1)77 CONTINUE C ALL DONE98 CALL DSDONE
C BYE BYECLOSE!UNIT = LUN )STOPENDC SUBROUTINE ZNIN(ZN)C READ IN FIELD OF ZEROSC TO PAD IMAGE.INTEGER ZN(320)C OPEN FILE ZN.DATOPEN!UNIT=1,NAME=‘ZN.DAT',TYPE=‘OLD*,ACCESS*'DIRECT', 1 ASSOC IATEVAR IABLE*I POINT,READONLY)IPOI NT*1 C GET FIRST HALFDO 10 1=1,160 READ!1‘IPOINT ) ZN!I )ZN! I ) = ZN( I ) + 96 C 96 = ( 512-320 )/210 CONTINUEC COMPUTE SECOND HALF DO 11 0=161,32011 ZN!0 >=ZN(321-0 )RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE PIXY!PICTUR >C GETTING THE PIXELS TOGETHERBYTE PICTUR!512,512), BUFF!8192 )INTEGER ZN!320)C GET ZERO PADDING CALL ZNIN(ZN) 119



C FILL UP BUFFER WITH IMAGE POINTS CALL REFILL!BUFF,K)C SKIP HEADER - 257 WORDS K = 5 1 5 C FILL UP IMAGEDO 10 1=1,512 DO 10 J = 1 ,512 C DECIDE WHETHER TO FEED IN VALUE TO PIXEL IK=I-96IF( J.GT.ZN! IK).AND.0.LE.512-ZN( I K ). AND . I K . GT . 0. AND . I K . LE . 32J0T) THEN PICTUR!J,I ) = BUFF< K>K = K + 2C OUT OF ENTRIES IN RECORD? FILL 'ER UPIF(K.GE.8193 ) CALL REF ILL!BUFF,K)C IF PIXEL LOCATION IS IN OUTER FIELD SET IT TO -128 ELSEPICTUR!J,I ) = -128 END IF 10 CONTINUERETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE REF ILL!BUFF,K)C FILL UP THE BUFFER ONE MORE TIME...BYTE BUFF!8192 )COMMON LUN,IPOINT K= 1READ!LUN'IPOINT,ERR = 909,END = 99) (BUFF!J ),J=1 ,8192 >98 RETURN99 TYPE*,'*** EOF ***'
GO TO 98909 TYPE*,'ERRORerrorERRORerrorERROR'TYPE*,IPOINT,JGO TO 98END
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GECTDS - A Program to Allow Remote 
Display of GE CT/T CT Images

Preface
The primary aims of the project under which this 

program was developed require CT images, scanned and 
recorded by GE CT/T system, be manipulated on the Digital 
VAX 11/780 computer system. Since the two systems are 
not directly compatible, the image data must be broken 
down and reassembled before it is possible to display and 
operate on these images. This program was developed after 
the CTDISP program had been assembled for decoding of 
images from the EMI 5005 unit and was drawn from the 
skeleton of the EMI routine.

Perhaps it is more appropriate to consider CTDISP 
as an evolutionary ancestor to the GE routine as GECTDS 
is considerably more complex, requiring a more profound 
form of juggling in addition to the simple data rearrange
ment of CTDISP in order that DGC floating point be 
translated into DEC and that the variable format employed 
by the GE CT/T be accommodated.

Particular thanks are due to Drs, Don Volz and 
Blumenfeld of General Electric who provided much advice 
and expertise during the writing of GECTDS. Some of the 
information contained in this manual is proprietary
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information of the General Electric Corporation and can 
not be used beyond the Department of Radiology, University 
of Arizona, without permission from General Electric.



GECTDS Partial List of Variables

PICTUR (.512, 512):: 
STAKPIX (512):
FILE:
HEADER (256) : 
NUMSLICE:
ISHIFT:

Subroutine ZNIN.2 
MAP (320) :

Subroutine PIXY 
ZN (320) :
BUFF (4096):

SLICENUM:

Subroutine BYTEFLIP
{

HEADR3 (256):

HEADRl (512) :

HEADR2 (256):

Contains final image 
Contains one line of image 
Name of data file 
Contains file header 
Requested slice number 
Center of display window
i

# of "empty" pixels padding each 
line of image

Equivalent to MAP in ZNIN2 
Temporary storage of unnormalized 
pixel values
Delivered slice number (from 
Display File Slice Header)

Equivalent to Header on input, 
bytes > flipped on output 
Byte-wise storage of header 
equivalenced to HEADR2 
Equivalent to HEADR3 ;
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Subroutine' FILET 
WORDS;
NAMES;
NHEAD CIO);

SLICES (3);

DATE (3);

Subroutine SAVEIT 
NAME;

BUFF (512);

Subroutine DGCFLOAT 
SUB I;

SUB 2 :
IN?
INI ?
IN 2 ?
PIX512, XDIAM, YDIAM;

Character set from header 
Headings to go with WORDS 
Location of beginnings of strings 
in header
Total number of slices, first, 
last
Date of scan

Name under which to store new 
image *
One line of new image

Exponent in DGC (from 2nd byte 
of two word real number)
Mantissa in DGC
1st byte in two work real number 
4th byte 
3rd byte
3 real numbers in DGC to be coded 
into DEC
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Subroutine WEDGE 
IDENS (3):

DENS (.3) :
LETTERZ (64, 7):

CODE (80) :

INDECS:
CHARS (80):
FIX (512, 9):

IX (3) :

IY:

Subroutine' LINESET 
LETRZ:

Low, central, and high densities 
of image
Character representation of IDENS 
Character "dot matrix" —  7 lines/ 
char., 64 chars.
Character string coded as index 
to LETTERZ
Keyboard character string 
Character string to be displayed 
9 lines of image to accept 
character string 
Vertical locations of output 
char. strings
Horizontal location of output 
char. strings

One line of one character!s 
"dot matix"



Flowchart of GECTDS

top of s l ic e  loop

tart;

(Call HEADUPl
Yesd isp lay  heade 

info?
No

c le a r  CRT 
screen

Enter name of data  
_______ set________

Open inpu t f i l e  on 
lo g ic a l u n it  2

i n i t i a l i z e  s lic e : 
number to  0 1

150

Enter requested  
s lic e  number

/ i s  number\ 
\entered? A

No
->iIncrement to  next s l ic e

-Yes-
/ i s  s l ic e  \  
V  umbe r  =0?/ 

No
Yes

Enter center 
of window

is  numberi 
entered? - No |center=0

Yes-
set index to  read  

des ired  f i r s t  record

[ in i t i a l i z e  d is p la y!

iC a ll PIXY2'
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C a ll WEDGE

I L=1 | 1
|m= i

■> — ________________
STAKPIX (M) 4- PICTUR (M, L)

read p ix e l M of l in e  L in to  STAKPIX,  1---------------------------------- 1
M <- M + lU — No < M 512?)

1
L+l ^ No

Yes
W rite  l in e  of 

STAKPIX to video

-<L > 512? )
Yes

[Dea llo c a te  video]

/S lic e number\
p  /

No

! Want to save\ 
\ th is  image?/

No
RETURN to top 
of s lic e  loop> 

+150

Yes Close a l l  luns

Yes C a ll SAVEIT
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GECTDS Subroutines Flowchart
Subroutine LINESET

ENTER

<Is last bit of LETRZ = 1?)
yes

Shift LETRZ one bit to right

no
yes

no
yes

yes

(return)

K 4— K— 1
next bit

I 4- 1 + 1 
next line

Set pixel 
to black

vj f— J+ 1
next char.

Set pixel to white

Assign to LETRZ Row I 
of matrix for character J

Add one black column 
proceeding entire string

Blank top & bottom row (#1 & #9) 
Borders of character)
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GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart
Subroutine WEDGE

(ENTER)

Set integer values, IDENS, for center and 
extremes of wedge (numbers to be displayed)

Assign alphanumeric keyboard 
character string to INDEC

Assign values to density wedge located 
between line 127 and line 383, width 

_________ from pixels 50 to 80_________

[Encode IDENS into ASCIli
Open LETTERS data file
... ..  on LUN3

Read character form matrixes 
into LETTERS_____ -jlNUM 1

Code characters by position index 
I__________  intQ_CQDE__________

Hold 9 lines of picture for insertion! 
of character string

 r— —  "  _

Call LINESET 
Character code to physical character shapes

xReplace 9 lines of picture with 
character string in positionIINUM INUM+1

(Goto 50) no---- (is INUM > 3?>
yes

Close lun3
RETURN



GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart
Subroutine HEADUP

[ENTER!

Read in Header from 
data file



GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart
Subroutine DGCFLOAT
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J «- J+ ll

IJ -  J+ l

(ENTER)

[Assign Equivalences]

IN *- 1st byte o f A ( I)
IN is  in te g e r * 2 ,A ( I ) -  re a l

jju-
T

u s t i fy  1st byte to  l e f t  o f 
 IN_____________

<is I N < ??>------
no

SUB2 r -  SUB2+2 
low order mantissaT

S h if t  IN one b i t  
to  l e f t

no -------------- I j  >, 7?
yes

[IN I - 4 th byte of A ( I ) |
!

IN 2 «- 3rd byte o f A ( I )
1

j ju s t i fy IN I & IN2 as above)

L L = £ l

< ls  IN I  c g?> yes-»
no

SUB2 -  SUB2+2 (J+9) 
Low order m atissa

{is IN2 < 0?) yes ->

no

no

S h if t  IN I and IN2 one 
b i t  to  l e f t

I
<j  >, 07)

yes

SUB2 r- SUB2+2" Ĵ+18  ̂
re a l low order mantissa



no

yes

Go to  10

PIXSIZ = A(1) 
XDIAM = A(2) 
YDIAM = A (3)

SUB2 ♦* 2nd byte o f A ( I )  
minus 64 (exponent)

A (1) -  SUB2 * 16 
th a t 's  i t

SUB 1
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GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart
PIXY 2

Is  th is  f i r s t  tim e\
ine/— ythrough subroutine/— yes [ c a l l  ZNIN2
no

C a ll REFILL 
f i l l  up BUFF

E x tra c t s l ic e  numoer from 
D isp lay F i le  S lic e  Header fo r  

v e r i f ic a t io n

SLICENUM <r- 13th word of 
DFS Header________

<!s requested slicenumber 
(NUMSLICE)=1? ^ , / - y e s  —

no

FLIP bytes in  SLICENUM

Skip header 
(512 words i f  s l i c e l ,. 256 
words o th e rw is e ). INDEX K

SLICENUM 270th 
word o f 1st 
p h ys ica l record  
(sk ip  F i le  Header 
to  13th word of 
DFS1 Header)

(co_to__10)

P IC T U R (J ,I)=-128  
set p ix e l  to  b lack

ll = ll 
(TZb)
IJ = ll
£°E)

■no
Are I  and J indexes 

w ith in  p ic tu re  area?
yes

FLIP bytes o f 
work K of BUFF

IPICTEM «- BUFF (K) -512-IS H IF T  
center chosen "center o f window" a t  

v id eo 's  center of dynamic range



( Is  IPICTEM > 127?)— yes ----- )Clamp IPICTEM to
127 and increm ent 

no counter NOVER

(Is  PICTEM < 12 8?; yes ------ Clamp IPICTEM to  
-128 and increm ent 
counter NUNDERno

PICTUR (J, I )  +- IPICTEM 
Assign "customized" p ic tu re  

value to  PICTUR_____

K -  K+l 
increment

~l
K  ̂ 4097, but not 

la s t  p ix e l in  image "y—  yes f(C a ll REFILL
no(10)

< J » 512?)-

/:

no -  
yes

I  «- J+ l(—  Go to  10A

yes

Type SLICENUM 
to  CRT fo r  v e r i f ic a t io n

I  1 + 1 — Go to  10B

Type NOVER and 
NUNDER to  CRT

-  r —

(RETURN)



GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart
Subroutine REFILL

Center 
________ I___K <- 1
Reset pointer to

first record

Read 4096 words 1
into BUFF

(return) 

Subroutine ZNIN2
Renter

Call WPIXD

Pad with additional 1 empty1 pixels 
to fill 512x512 format

(re t u r n]
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GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart
Subroutine WPIXD
(G. E. proprietary with modifications 11)

Head or body format: 
Determined?

no

yes

Body format

Call DGCFLOAT

Call BYTEFLIP

Make decisions, assign 
values (see program)

Assign File Header entries 
#194-202 to FOO

Calculate # of pixels 
Per line using GE Magic Formula

(RETURN)



GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart 
Subroutine BYTEFLIP

NTER

HEADR2 (J) HEADERS (J)|

no
yes

no
yes

HEADR3 (K) <- HEADR2(K)|

256?)no
yes

K t- K+l

I 1+2

FLIP bytes of INTEGER 
HEADR2 (1+1) by 

equivalence with byte HEADRl(1+1) 
and HEADRl(1+2) ___

(return)



GECTDS Subroutine Flowchart 

Subroutine FILET 

CENTER) 
I 

'Assign equivalence and datal 
for character display 

!Concatenate ASCII header information as 
into Words 

yes Is "Description 11 too long 
form two f- for one line? 
lines for 

"Description" no 
I 

Write header information 

alphanumerics I 

(except date & total # of slices) 
to CRT 

I 
Read in integer Date and I 

total # of slices, flipping bytes . 

Write date I 
# of slices to CRT 
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GECTDS Subroutines Flowchart
Subroutine SAVEIT

ENTER

Initialize Video

OPEN new file on lunl

Read off TV into 
BUFF

Enter name of file 
for new image

Write from BUFF j 
to lunl

(r et urn)



PROGRAM GECTDSC THIS PROGRAM ACQUIRES, DECODES, RECODES AND DISPLAYSC OUTPUT IMAGE TAPES WRITTEN ON THE GE CT/T SCANNER ASC AN INTERFACE TO THE DIGITAL VAX 11/780 COMPUTER SYSTEM.C THIS VERSION IS AS OF FEBRUARY 1980.CC INPUT: ONE CT STUDY AS RECORDED ON THE GE SCANNERC AND TRANSFERRED TO DISK ON THE VAX
CC OUTPUT: CT IMAGES OF 256 DISCRETE LEVELSC DISPLAYED ON TV MONITORCC SUBROUTINES REFERENCED: DSINIT; PIXY2; DSWRTW; DSDONE;C ZNIN2; REFILL; WPIXD; HEADUP; BYTEFLIP; FILET; DGCFLOAT;C WEDGE; LINESETCC OTHER NOTES: SUBROUTINES DSINIT,DSWRTW AND DSDONE AREC PART OF THE LIBRARY II , 1IF/LI AND MUST BE LINKED WITHC IT SHOULD ANY CHANGES BE MADE IN THIS PROGRAM.C SUBROUTINE WPIXD IS COURTESY OF GENERAL ELECTRICC WITH A FEW SMALL CHANGES.C 12/12/79 JEFF PERSOFFC BYTE PICTURt 512,512), STAKPIX(512)INTEGERS IOSTAT( 4 )LOGICAL*! YESNO CHARACTER*30 FILE INTEGER*2 HEADER!256)COMMON LUN, IPOINT, /HEAD/HEADER CALL TXTCLR TYPE 9999 FORMAT(T33 , 1CT SCAN DISPLAY',///)C GET FILE INFO AND OPEN IMAGE FILETYPE 100100 FORMAT! X, 'ENTER NAME OF DATA SET > ',$>ACCEPT 200,NCHRS,FILE200 FORMAT!Q,1A30)FILE=‘ [JEFPER.CT]'//FILE//'.DAT'LUN = 2OPEN!UNIT=LUN,NAME=FILE,TYPE='OLD'.ACCESS®'DIRECT', 1 ASSOC IATEVAR IABLE®I POINT,READONLY )IPOINT®!C GET FILE HEADERCALL HEADUP!HEADER )C FILET OF HEADER?TYPE 400 140



400 FORMATtIX,'HEADER HIGHLIGHTS? ',$) ACCEPT450,YESNOIF (YESNO.EQ. 'Y' ) CALL FILET(HEADER)450 FORMAT( 1A1 )NUMSLICE =0 C TOP OF SLICE LOOP 150 NUM=NUMSLICETYPE 300300 FORMAT!/,T20,'SLICE # > ',$)ACCEPT401,NCH,NUMSLICE IF(NCH.EQ.0) NUMSLICE = NUM+1 C TO STOP ENTER 0IF(NUMSLICE.EQ.0) GO TO 98401 FORMAT(Q,I4)TYPE 402
402 FORMATtIX,'CENTER OF WINDOW [DEF: 0] > ',$>ACCEPT 401,NCH2 , I SHI FTIF(NCH2.EQ.0> ISHIFT=0 C SET IPOINT TO READ DESIRED FIRST RECORD IWORD = (NUMSLICE-1 ) *256*316 + 255+1 IPOINT=IWORD/4096+1 C GET READY TO WRITE ON TVCALL DSINIT(FLAG,IOSTAT )C GET THE PIXELS TOGETHERCALL PIXY2(PICTUR,NUMSLICE,ISHIFT)C PUT DENSITY WEDGE ONCALL WEDGE(PICTUR,ISHIFT)C JUGGLE PIXELSDO 77 L = 1,512 DO 76 M=1,512 STAKPIX(M ) = PICTUR(M,L>76 CONTINUEC WRITE TO MONITORCALL DSWRTWt STAKPIX,1,L >77 CONTINUE C ALL DONE98 CALL DSDONEIF(NUMSLICE.EQ.0) GO TO 151 C WANNA SAVE IT?TYPE900900 FORMAT(IX,'SAVE IT? C DE F = NO] ',$)ACCEPT 450,YESNO IF(YESNO.EQ. 'Y' ) CALL SAVEIT C GO BACK FOR NEXT SLICEIF(NUMSLICE.NE.0)GO TO 150 C BYE BYE ftH-*



151 CLOSE(UNIT = LUN )STOPENDC SUBROUTINE ZNIN2(MAP>C CALCULATE FIELD OF ZEROS C TO PAD IMAGE.INTEGERS HEADER! 256 >INTEGER MAP!320)COMMON /HEAD/HEADER CALL WPIXD!HEADER,MAP )C CHANGE MAP FROM # OF PIXELS TO # OF ZEROS DO 10 1=1,320 MAP! I > = 1 60-MAP( I ) + 96 C 96 = ( 512-320 )/210 CONTINUERETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE PIXY2!PICTUR,NUMSLICE,I SHI FT)C GETTING THE PIXELS TOGETHERBYTE PICTUR!512,512 ),TEMBYTE.TEMPICT(2 ) .BITE!2 ) INTEGER ZN(320)INTEGERS BUFF!4096),IPICTEM,TUFBUF1,SLICENUM EQUIVALENCE (TUFBUF1,TEMP ICT( 1 ) ) ,(BITE( 1),SLICENUM ) DATA INDIC/0/NOVE R = 0 NUNDER=0 C GET ZERO PADDINGIF!INDIC.EQ.0) CALL ZNIN2(ZN)
IND IC= 1C FILL UP BUFFER WITH IMAGE POINTS CALL REF ILL!BUFF,K )IWORD = (NUMSLICE-1 ) *256*316 + 256+1 K = JMOD( IWORD,4096 )C GET SLICE #SLICENUM = BUFF( 13 + K )IF!NUMSLICE.EQ.l)SLICENUM=BUFF(270)TEMBYTE = BITE! 1 )BITE!1 ) = BITE!2>BITE!2 >=TEMBYTE C SKIP FIRST 512 WORDS IF NUMSLICE=1 OR 256 OTHERWISE K=K+257IF!NUMSLICE.EQ.1)K=513 C FILL UP IMAGEDO 10 1=1,512 DO 10 0 = 1 ,512

142



C DECIDE WHETHER TO FEED IN VALUE TO PIXEL IK=I-96IF ( J.GT.ZN ( IK ) .AND.J.LE.512-ZN< IK >.AND.IK.GT.0.AND.IK.LE.320) THEN C FLIP DEM BYTES - DGC --> DEC TUFBUF1 = BUFF< K)TEMBYTE=TEMPICT( 1 )TEMP ICT( 1) = TEMPICT(2 )TEMPICT(2 ) = TEMBYTE BUFF(K ) = TUF BUF1 111 IPICTEM = BUFF(K >-512-ISHIFTIF( IPICTEM.GT.127 )THEN IPICTEM=127 NOVE R = NOVE R+1END IFI F( IPICTEM.LT.-128>THEN IP ICTEM = -128 NUNDER=NUNDER+1END IFPICTUR(J,I)=IPICTEM K = K+1C OUT OF ENTRIES IN RECORD? FILL 'ER UPIF(K.GE.409 7.AND.I.NE.512.AND.J.NE.512 ) CALL REFILL!BUFF,K)C IF PIXEL LOCATION IS IN OUTER FIELD SET IT TO -128 ELSEPICTUR!J,I ) = -128 END IF 10 CONTINUETYPE 100.SLICENUM 100 FORMAT! IX, 'SLICE # ',12)TYPE*, ‘NUMBER OF OVERRANGE PIXELS -- ',NOVER TYPE*, ‘NUMBER OF UNDERRANGE PIXELS -- ' .NUNDER RETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE REF ILL!BUFF,K)C FILL UP THE BUFFER ONE MORE TIME...INTEGER*2 BUFF!4096)COMMON LUN,IPOINT K= 1READ!LUN'IPOINT,ERR = 909,END = 99> (BUFF!J ),J = 1,4096 )98 RETURN99 TYPE*,'*** EOF ***'GO TO 98909 TYPE*,'ERRORerrorERRORerrorERROR'



o n
C TYPE*,IPOINT,JGO TO 98 ENDC SUBROUTINE WPIXD(GENTRY,LL)C CALCULATES IMAGE SHAPE & EMPTY PIXEL PADDING C COURTESY OF GE WITH MINOR MODIFICATIONS PARAMETER MXHGT=160 INTEGER LL(2*MXHGT),YHIGH,XHIGH INTEGER*2 GENTRY! 256 ) ,FOO(9),USEPI XT,HEAD REAL PIXSIZ,YDIAM,XDIAM,CALDIAMEQUIVALENCE (FOO( 1 ),PIXSIZ>,(FOO(3),USEWPI XT>,(FOO(4),YD IAM> EQUIVALENCE (FOO(6 ),XDIAM ),(FOO(8),CALDIAM)DATA FOO/9*J0f/CALL BYTEFLIP!GENTRY)HEAD = QE NTRY( 102)IF(HEAD.NE.1.AND.HEAD.NE.0)THENTYPE *, 1 HEAD OR NOT UNDETERMINED - SETTING TO NO'HEAD=0END IFC TYPE*,HEADDO 100 1=1,9 
100 FOO< I >=QENTRY( 193+1 )CALL DGCFLOAT(PIXSIZ.XDIAM.YDIAM)TYPE*,'**' ,PIXSIZ,USEWPIXT,YDIAM,XDIAM,CAL DIAM THRESHOLD PIXSIZIF(PIXSIZ.GT.0.795.AND.PIXSIZ.LT.0.80) PIXSIZ=0.80 IF(YDIAM.GE.25.0.AND.YDIAM.LE.43.16)GO TO 2 IF(HEAD.EQ.0)YDIAM=43.15 IF(HEAD.EQ.1>YDIAM=25.02 IF(XDIAM.GE.20.0.AND.XDIAM.LE.43.16)GO TO 3 IF(HEAD.EQ.0 ) XDIAM = 43.15IF(HEAD.EQ.1 ) XDIAM = 20.03 IF(PIXSIZ.LT.0.5.OR.PIXSIZ.GT.2.0)PIXSIZ=1.34853364 IF(USEWPIXT.EQ.0)GO TO 5 1 CHANGED FROM "NE" TO "EQ"!YD IAM = 43.15XDIAM=43.15 PIXSIZ=1.34853365 CONTINUE YHIGH=5.*YDIAM/PIXSIZ+0.5 XHIGH=5.*XDIAM/PIXSIZ+0.5IF(YHIGH.GT.MXHGT )YHIGH = MXHGT IF(XHIGH.GT.MXHGT)XHIGH=MXHGT DO 10 I=MXHGT,YHIGH,-1 J =MXHGT +1-1 10 LL(J ) = 1
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DO 20 I=YHIGH,1,-1 J=MXHGT+1-I20 LL(J) = IFIX(XHIGH*SQRT(1.-(((FLOAT(I ) -.5 ) /(YHIGH> ) **2))+0.5)DO 30 I=MXHGT+1,2*MXHGT 30 LL( I ) = LL(2*MXHGT+1-I )C TYPE40,LL40 F ORMAT(201 6)RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE HEADUP(HEADER)C THIS SUBROUTINE PUTS THE FILE HEADER INTO ARRAY FOR LATER USAGE INTEGER*2 HEADER( 256 >COMMON LUN,IPOINTREAD(LUN'IPOINT )(HEADER!I ) , 1 = 1,256 )
C T Y P E * , (I,H E A D E R ! I),1=1,256)RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE BYTEFLIP(HEADR3>C RECODE DGC INTEGER INTO DEC INTEGER (JUST FLIPS C THE BYTES). USED TO ACCESS IMAGE FORMAT INFORMATION C FROM HEADER.INTEGER*2 HEADR2! 256 ) ,HEADR3( 256 )BYTE HEADR1!512 ),TEMBYTE EQUIVALENCE (HEADR2,HEADR1 )DO 9 J=1,256 HEADR2!J > = HEADR3(J )9 CONTINUEDO 10 1=0,510,2 TEMBYTE=HEADR1(1+2)HEADR 1( 1 + 2 ) = HEADR1(1 + 1 )HEADR 1( 1 + 1 > =TEMBYTE10 CONTINUEDO 11 K=1,256 HEADR3(K)=HEADR2(K>11 CONTINUE RETURN ENDC SUBROUTINE FILET!HEADER)C ACCESSES AND DISPLAYS SELECTED INFORMATION FROM C SCAN DISPLAY HEADERBYTE HEADER!512 ) .TEMBYTE! 12)CHARACTER*253 WORDSINTEGER*2 NHEAD( 10),SLICES!3),DATE!3)
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CHARACTER*!11 NAMES INTEGER*2 LENGTHS!11,2)
E Q U I V A L E N C E  ( T E M B Y T E !  1 >,S L I C E S !  1 > ) ,(T E M B Y T E ( 7 > , D A T E !1 ) >DATA LENGTHS/#,10,20,32,47,58,66,77,90,103,111,0,13,25,55,85,115,119,1 199,229,231,253/DATA NHEAD/0,14,26,56,86,116,120,204,23 4,404/DATA NAMES/'RUN NUMBERPATIENT I DRAT IE NT NAME REFERRING RHYS.RADIOLOGIST 10PERAT0RDESCRIPTIONCONTRAST AGT.POSITION REF.HOSPITAL'/C READ SELECTED HEADER ENTRIES INTO "WORDS"DO 50 1=1,10DO 50 K=LENGTHS(I,2)+l,LENGTHS!1+1,2)KK=K-LENGTHS(1,2)WORDS!K:K)=CHAR(HEADER!NHEAD(I > + KK ) )50 CONTINUEI ND=0 L L = 185C DECIDE IF "DESCRIPTION" IS TOO LONG FOR 1 LINE C IF SO SET FLAG " IND" , LOCATE BEST PLACE TO CUT C OFF LINE AND BEGIN NEXT LINE DO 30 L=198,175,-1 IFI WORDS!L:L >.EQ. ' ' 1THENIF!LL.EQ.185.AND.IND.EQ.1)LL=L GO TO 30END IFIF!L .GE.186 ) IND=130 CONTINUEC WRITE OUT HEADER INFO31 DO 20 J = 1 , 10C IF "IND" SET, USE 2 LINES FOR "DESCRIPTION"IF! J.EO*. 7) THEN

LENGTEM=LENGTHS!8,2)LENGTHS!8,2)=LLEND IFTYPE 100,NAMES!(LENGTHS!J,1 )+l ): LENGTHS!J +1,1 >)1 ,WORDS((LENGTHS!J,2) + l >:LENGTHS(J + 1,2) )IF!J.EO.7 )LENGTHS!8,2) = LENGTEM IF!J.EO.7.AND.IND.EQ.1) THENTYPE 101,WORDS!(LL + 1 ):< LENGTHS!8,2 ) ) )END IF 20 CONTINUEC GET DATE AND TOTAL SLICES TAKEN.C THIS IS INTEGER INFORMATION ANDC SO MUST BE DONE SEPARATELY. NOTEC THAT THE BYTES ARE FLIPPED AS THEYC ARE READ IN.



DO 40 K=1,5,2TEMBYTE(K+1 ) = HEADER( 284 + K >TEMBYTE(K) = HEADER( 285 + K)TEMBYTE(K + 7) = HEADE R( 4 3 8 + K )TEMBYTE(K + 6) = HEADER( 4 39 + K )
40 CONTINUEC WRITE DATE AND SLICESTYPE 300,DATE( 1 >,DATE(2 ) ,DATE(3 )TYPE200,SLICES!1),SLICES!2),SLICES!3)RETURN100 FORMAT!IX,1A<LENGTHS!J + 1,1 )-LENGTHS(J,1 )>,' : '1 ,1A<LENGTHS(J + 1,2 >-LENGTHS<J,2 >> )101 FORMAT!T5,1A<LENGTHS!8,2 )-LL> >200 FORMAT!IX,12,' TOTAL SLICES TAKEN, NUMBERED ',12,' T1VE ' >300 FORMAT!IX,'DATE OF SCAN: ',12,'/',12,'/',12)ENDC SUBROUTINE SAVE IT C SAVE PICTURE ON TVCHARACTER*30 NAME LOGICAL*! BUFF!512 >INTEGER*2 STAT14)TYPE 100100 FORMAT!IX,'GIVE IT A NAME > ',$)ACCEPT 200, NAME!1:30)200 FORMAT!1A30)OPEN!UNIT=1.NAME=NAME.TYPE='NEW',ACCESS='DIRECT',1 RECORDS IZE = 512/4,RECORDTYPE= ' FIXED' )CALL DSINIT!1,STAT)DO 10 1=1,512CALL DSRDW!BUFF,1,1)10 WRITE! 1'I )BUFFCALL DSDONE CLOSE!UNIT=1 )RETURNENDC SUBROUTINE DGCFLOAT!PIXSIZ,XDIAM,YD IAM )C RECODE DGC FLOATING POINT INTO DEC FLOATING POINT C DGC HAS 7 BIT EXPONENT IN EXCESS 64, VALUE OF NUMBER C IS MANTISSA*16**EXPONENT.C DEC HAS 8 BIT EXPONENT IN EXCESS 128 WITH HIDDEN BIT C NORMALIZATION, VALUE OF NUMBER IS MANTISSA*2**EXPONENT.C BYTES ARE REVERSED <HIGH/LOW-->LOW/HIGH> IN THE TWO C REPRESENTATIONS.

',12,' INCLUSI
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REAL A ( 3 )I N T E G E R * 2  SUB 1 , I N , I N 1 , IN2 BYTE I N K  12)E Q U I V A L E N C E  < A ( 1 ), I N K  1 ) )A ( 1 ) = P I X S I Z  A ( 2 ) = X D I A M  A ( 3 ) = Y D I A M  DO 10 1=1,3 SUB 1=0 SUB2=0.I N = I N K  1*4-3 )I N= I I S H F K  IN, 8)DO 20 0 = 0 , 7I F ( I N . L T . 0 )  S U B 2 = S U B 2 + 2 . * * ( - ( 0+1))IN=I I S H F K  IN, 1 )C O N T I N U E  I N 1 = INT( 1*4 >IN2=INT( 1*4-1 )I N 1 = I I S H F T t I N I , 8)IN2=IISHFTI IN2.8 )DO 30 0 = 0 , 8IF( I N I . L T . 0 )  SUB2 = SUB2 + 2 * * ( -(0 + 9 ) )IF( I N 2 . L T . 0 >  SUB2 = SUB2 + 2 * * ( - ( 0 + 1 8  ) )IN1 = IISHFT I I N I  , 1 )I N 2 = I I S H F K  IN2, 1 )C O N T I N U ES U B 1 = I N T ( 1 * 4 - 2 > - 6 4  A( I ) = S U B 2 * 16 * * S U B  1 C O N T I N U E  P I X S I Z = A ( 1>X D I A M = A ( 2 )YD I A M = A ( 3 >RE T U R NEND
S U B R O U T I N E  W E D G E (P I C T U R , ISHIFT)PUTS D E N S I T Y  W E D G E  ON V I D E O  BYTE PICTURt 5 1 2 , 5 1 2  >C H A R A C T E R * 4  D E N S O )I N T E G E R * 2  I D E N S O )
I N T E G E R * 2  LETTERZt 6 4 , 7 ) , I 0 S T A K 4 >,CODEC 80) C H A R A C T E R * !  I N D E C S * 6 4 ,C H A R S (80)BYTE P I X ( 5 1 2,9 )- .... I N T E G E R * 2  IX( 3 >



10
c

20
100

3

101

49

51
50

C

C O M M O N / C H R /  L E T T E R ZI N D E C S ( 1 : 4 8 ) = ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 - = I ( ) _ + Q W E R T Y U I O P [ \ ] A S D F G H O K L ;' ' 'INDECS( 4 9 :64 )= ' :" Z X C V B N M , ./<>? 'DA T A  I X / 3 7 5 , 2 5 3 , 127/ , IY/21/NCH = 4DO 10 0 = 1 2 7 , 3 8 3  DO 1 0 , 1 = 5 0 , 8 0  I PC = 254-0I F ( I P C . L T . - 1 2 8 )  I P C = 127 PICTURt I ,0 ) = I PC C O N T I N U ESET C E N T E R  AND E X T R E M E  D E N S I T I E S  I DE N S ( 1 > = I S H I F T - 128 I D E N S ( 2 ) = ISHI FT I D E N S ( 3 ) = I S H I F T + 1 2 7DO 20 1=1,3 (ENCODE D E N S I T I E S  INTO ASCII E N C O D E ! 4 , 1 0 0 , DENS< I > > I D ENS(I)
C O N T I N U E  F O R M A T ! 114)
O P E N ! U N I T  = 3,NmME=' [ J E F P E R 3 L E T T E R Z . D A T ; 1  * ,T Y P E = ' U N K N O W N ' ,1 A S S O C  I A T E V A R I A B L E = 0 P O I N T , R E C O R D S  IZE = 1 , A C C E S S = ' D I R E C T '  )O P O I N T = 1 DO 3 1=1,64 DO 3 0 = 1 , 7
R E A D (3'0 POI NT ) L E T T E R Z ! 1,0) I READ IN C H A R A C T E R  M A T R I X E S  C O N T I N U E  DO 50 INUM= 1 ,3 DO 1011 1 = 1 , NCH
C H A R S ! I ) = D E N S ( I N U M ) ! I : I ) 1NEXT C H A R A C T E RCODE! I >= INDEX! I N D E C S ,CHARS! I ) ) 1CODE C H A R A C T E R  BY P O S I T I O N  INDEX 1 C O N T I N U EI XT=I X ( INUM)IYT=IYDO 49 12 = 1 ,9 DO 49 0 2 = 1 , 5 1 2
P I X ! 0 2 , 1 2  ) = P I C T U R ( 0 2 , I X ! I N U M ) - 1 + 12) 1HOLD 9 LIN E S  OF PICT U R E  C O N T I N U E
CALL L I N E S E T ! P I  X , C O D E , L E T T E R Z , I Y , N C H )  I SET UP TO PUT CT #S ON S CREEN DO 51 12=1,9 DO 51 0 2 = 1 , 5 1 2
P I C T U R ( 0 2 , I X ! I N U M ) - 1 + I 2 ) = P I X ( 0 2 , 12) 1PUT BACK 9 LINESC O N T I N U EC O N T I N U EC L O S E ! U N I T = 3 )RE T U R NEND
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S U B R O U T I N E  L I N E S E T ( P I  X ,C O D E ,L E T T E R Z , IY,NCH)C PUT C O D E D  C H A R A C T E R S  ON S C R E E NI N T E G E R S  LETTERZI 64 , 7 ) , CODE ( 80 ) , L E TRZ BYTE PI X (5 1 2 , 9  >DO 10 1=1,9 DO 10 0 = 1 , NCHL E T R Z  = L E T T E R Z ( C O D E ( J  >,1-1 ) 10NE LINE A T  A TIME DO 10 K = 7 ,1,-1 IPT = (J-l )*7 + K+IYC IPT IS PIXEL # IN T E R M S  OF C H A R A C T E R  # A ND L O C A T I O N  W I T H I N  C H A R A C T E R  I F ( I . E Q . l . O R . I .E Q .9) THENPIX< I P T , I > = -128 I B L A C K  TOP A N D  B O T T O M  B O R D E R  OF C H A R A C T E R  ST R I N GGO TO 10END IFI F ( L E T R Z / 2 * 2 . N E . L E T R Z )  TH E N  I IF LA S T  BIT IS 1 THENPIX( I P T , I > = 127 I SET PIXEL TO W H I T EELSE 1 IF 0PIX( IPT,I > = -128 1 SET TO BLACKEND IFL E T R Z = I I S H F T ( L E T R Z , -1 ) I S H I F T  TO NE X T  BIT 10 C O N T I N U EDO 20 1 = 1,9 1 A D D  B L A C K  LINE P R O C E E D I N G  C H A R A C T E R  ST R I N GPIX( IY, I > = -128 20 C O N T I N U ER E T U R N  END
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APPENDIX B

DISCUSSION OF THE EFFECTS OF 
ERRORS ON THE IMAGE JOINT HISTOGRAM

A general statement that can be made about 
misregistration errors is that they tendxto smear out the 
image joint histogram; the nature and probable amount of. 
smearing depends on the statistics of the neighboring 
pixels. '

Naturally, the greatest effects would be seen at 
boundaries; errors occurring as a. result of a bone pixel 
in channel one and a fat pixel in channel two would be m. 
much more pronounced that that due to two different fat 
pixels. Given a structure like that shown in Figure B.l, 
a properly registered set Of two identical images might . 
look like what is pictured in Figure B.2. Note that all 
points lie on the diagonal with no deviation.

A shift of fifty pixels horizontally in channel 2 
to simulate misregistration produces the scatterplot shown 
in Figure B.3. On the diagonal, the structure in the lower 
left reflects:the statistics of the dark areas of the 
image and the structure in the upper right reflects those 
of the light areas. Off the diagonal, the structures in 
the upper left and lower right reflect the joint
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Figure B. 1 Computer generated bimodal Gaussian noise (with histogram): hard cut-off.
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Figure B.2 Joint histogram scatterplot of two 
identical Fig. B.l images.
Z axis (intensity) represents relative 
population of given coordinate.
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Figure B.3 Joint histogram scatterplot of 
shifted ("misregistered") and 
unshifted Fig. B.l image: 50 
pixel shift.
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statistics between the light and dark areas and shares the 
characteristics of both of the diagonal distributions. A 
comparison between Figures B.2 and B.3 gives an indication 
of the form of the artifact: "Smearing" in the main
distribution and ghosting off axis. As a first judgment 
of the dispostion of a distribution one might look for its 
"parents" along the lines' perpendicular to each of the i 
axes. If they can be found and a family resemblance 
noted, there, may be a good chance that the distribution 
in question is a misregistration artifact.

The case illustrated in Figures B.l-3 is, of 
course, a very simple controlled one. As a next step up 
in complexity the sharp edges in Figure B.l are altered 
to be gradients. Figure B.4 and B.5 illustrate this 
simulation. Instead of a sharp edge between the light 
and dark regions there is a smooth transition 100 pixels 
wide. Comparison of the histograms in Figures B.l and 
B.4a shows a smoother transition from the low mode to the 
high. A "misregistration" shift of fifty pixels to the 
left gives Figure B.4b and the joint histogram in Figure B.5, 
The distributions in the lower left, upper right, and lower 
right represent the dark, light and sharp edge overlap 
respectively. The distribution in the upper left is now 
only partially formed; it is more characteristically 
described as looking as though the points were "sloughed



Figure B.4a Computer generated bimodal Gaussian
noise (with histogram): soft cut-off. 
Unshifted. 156



Figure B.4b Computer generated bimodal Gaussian noise 
(with histogram): soft cut-off.
Shifted 50 pixels - note hard cut-off at 
right from image wrap-around.
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Figure B.5 Joint histogram scatterplot of B.4a and 
B.4b images. See text for description.
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off" away from the diagonal. As the shift is increased to
100 pixels (the width of the gradient) the joint histogram
becomes like Figure B.6— the daughter distribution is more
distinct in form and location, connected by the filamentary
structure derived from the indistinctness of the boundary
between the light and dark regions in Figure B.4.

The need for a shift of fifty or a hundred pixels 
to see these effects is misleading initially until it is 
pointed out that in most all situations the images of 
interest will be much more complex, with many more borders 
and gradients. It must be kept in mind that the image 
used for Figures B.1-B„6 is one with rigorously constant 
statistics over two very large areas with a small amount 
of border region. In a real situation things will almost 
certainly be quite the opposite; a shift of one or a few 
pixels can all but obliterate the desired information.- 
Figure B.7 is a CT body scan taken as part of a multi- 
spectral series. Although these images were taken within 
seconds of each other, visual inspection alone of the 
images shows that motion had taken place during that 
short period of time. Figure B.8 is a joint histogram 
between the (consecutive) 110 and 120 kVp images and 
illustrates the smearing effect discussed above.



Figure B.6 Joint histogram scatterplot of shifted 
and unshifted Fig. B.4a images: 100 
pixel shift. See text for description.
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Figure B.8 Joint histogram scatterplot of 110 kVp
and 120 kVp body scan images: "CourvllO" 
vs. "Courvl20". 162
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Comparison wifch , Figure 33,9, a joint histogram from the 
properly registered study made on Patient 1 of Chapter 5, 
illustrates that misregistration artifacts can be easily 
confused with desired information. .

These artifacts introduce uncertainty and 
subsequent, errors in the determination of the eigenvalue 
orientation in a principal component rotation. The errors 
will reflect the statistics of both the patient and the 
patient's motion. And it should be further noted that the 
Corresponding in vivo, case will involve uncontrolled shifts 
that vary in magnitude and direction over the extent of 
the image; there will be scale changes and out-of-plane 
motions that lead to material changes in content. The 
errors in pixel location will be correlated over certain 
regions, being mediated by the amount and nature of the 
patient's motion; less motion implies less probability 
for error. Pixels that fall in obviously improper places 
on the joint histogram can be flagged and tagged for ■ .
further scrutiny; the ones that look normal, however, 
could be carrying on a masquerade. The big question is 
whether pathologic disease states have sufficient 
detectability to overcome those errors.



Figure B.9 Joint histogram scatterplot of 80 kVp and 
90 kVp head scan images (Patient One): 
"DrowSO" vs. "Drow90" 164
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Suggestions for remedies are to do several scans 

and average, hoping the error has 0 mean, and to smooth 
the image beforehand. The first has obvious dose problems 
and the second loses small details. Further, the first 
method must deal with more patient movement between 
sets of scans so its feasibility is doubtful. Another 
possibility is to use edge extraction to line up major 
boundaries. This possibility remains to be investigated.

Possibilities for further research include 
comprehensive error analysis from motion, studies of the 
best ways to minimize misregistration errors at the 
computational stage (e.g., smoothing: How much? What,
exactly, will it do and how will it work? What will be 
its effects in various statistical environments and how 
do these effects compare to the errors that the technique 
is being used to compensate for— how much, if any, improve
ment is engendered?); and is there a usable, quick 
registration algorithm— can we expect that there will be 
given the complicated type of motion a patient's body 
may make?

Various image registration algorithms are discussed 
in Reference 33. These algorithms were developed for remote 
sensing applications where image registration is a simpler 
problem; nevertheless the algorithms are quite complex.
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Combined Statistics 

What is the functional form of the combination of 
the two effects of local patient statistics and motion 
statistics?

Assume first that Channel one and Channel two 
represent the same subject; two trials with the same 
statistics. We will call them A(p^) ' and A(p^).
We will do a two dimensional analysis that can be 
generalized to many dimensions. U (k,£) represents the 
vector in the scatterplot for point I in channel two 
superimposed on point k in channel one; ideally S, 
will equal k always. We have

U(k, &) = A(p ) x + A(p^) y

A(pi) '= gjL. + g(p .) , where 3 is a zero mean 
random process (RP) describing the variation of grey level 
in the local region about p^, and g^ is the mean of A(p^) 
which can also be considered to be the nominal grey level 
for this local region. Substituting,

tJ(k,&) = [g. + 3 (Pk)] x + [gA + B (p̂ )] y

this equation is valid within the local area defined by
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the proviso that g's statistics be sufficiently well 
behaved. If we are not near a boundary (a necessary 
condition to meet the proviso) , 9X % 9^ - g- Then

U(k,Jl) = [x + y]g + £6(pk)x + B(p^)y]

MOte that a statistically flat region implies 6 - 0, and 
that no misregistration implies k = If we define the
error, n, as U(k,&) - U(k,k) then

n (B;k, I) = [x + y]g + [6 (pk) x + 6 (p^)y] - [x + y]g 

- [3 (pk) x + 3(pk)y]

n ( 6 ; k ,  I) =  [ g  ( p ^ )  -  g ( p k ) ]  y  ( B . l )

In order to go further we must assign statistical 
restrictions to the RP 3. Since 3 represents the v . ■: 
variation within the body, it must be watched closely.
The possible ways to describe 3 are in terms of correlation 
length and in terms of a small amplitude uncorrelated process. 
The former is a manifestation of the structure of the 
subject, the latter of independent noise processes, These 
independent noise processes (.including biological variation) 
will be present regardless of image registration, u.
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inflicting error on both channels altering what is m 
nominally a point (i.e., "fat") into a circle or ellipse 
of cross section reflecting the statistics of the process.

What concerns us is the possibility of super
imposing an artery on a bone or a tumor on normal tissue 
.or any combination of next-door neighbors. As alluded to 
earlier, some of these combinations can be easily 
classified as outliers, whereas others pose a genuine 
threat to classification. It is the extent of these 
errors which is best described by correlation length; 
and the correlation length itself is a function of 
position within the body.

The correlation of the RP is defined as 
R(87k, Z) = <6 (p^) 8 (Pĵ.) > Jt,k over local region. From
Equation B,1,

S2 (P ^ )  + 3 2 (Bk ) -  2 g ( p j l ) gCp-k )

<62(pjl)> + <62 (pk) > - 2<f3(px) |3(pk) > .

Again, by restrictions the first two terms should be nearly 
equal, giving

-> -V
n ° n =

<ri ° =

<n ° n> 2 [<82 (pk ) > - <8(p^)8(pk )>] .
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Since g has 0 mean, R(g;k,3s) = <3 (p̂ ,) 3 Cp-̂ )'̂  = <32(p-k) > = cr.g2. 
So

If the k index is considered to be "registered" (as one of 
the channels must be by definition) then the I index can 
be considered a function of k, i.e., the "result of trial 
k" is &(k). For notational simplicity, in order to express 
Equation B.2 in terms of misregistration, we define S(k) 
as the misregistration at point k and define R 1 |̂ 3?S(k)j =

This is the RMS error on the scatterplot due to misregistra
tion of the image at the local area about point k. Note 
that the upper bound on nRMg is /2"Cg . Referring to the 
figures accompanying this appendix, the major off-axis 
clusters in the scatterplots illustrate how Equation B.3 
breaks down under violation of the restrictions on "local
area"— 3 is no longer sufficiently well behaved. ̂ . - .

B.2

R ( 3;k, I) then = t/2o  ̂ [l - 1 normalized.

nRMS = v̂"a3 ^1 “ R ( 3;S (k)J B.3
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In the beginning of this derivation, the assumption 

was made that channels one and two were the same. This 
is equivalent to eliminating the information we wanted 
(i.e., the spectral information) in order that we may see 
the noise. The experiment can be likened to making a 
guess (channel one) and then seeing how close we come , 
(channel two). In the actual scanning, channels one and 
two will be different. The distortions to the scatterplot 
caused by this are the information we want; and so long 
as the misregistration noise doesn't show it up, we can 
get it.



APPENDIX C

COMMENT ON THE USE OF COLOR 
AS A PERCEPTUAL DEGREE OF FREEDOM

Information can be presented to the human mind a
variety of different ways. The visual system alone is
capable of perceiving several different qualities of any
scene independently of one another and integrating them
into a conceptually cohesive whole. Each of these qualities
represents a perceptual degree of freedom and can be used
constructively to maximize the information processing
capability of a trained observer.

One generally interprets specific types of visual
information in terms of familiar,, accepted qualities.
One knows from experience, for instance, that shadow or
darkening on an object can mean that there is another
object between it and the light source; or perhaps that the

- *object is tilted away from you, shadow indicating increasing
tdistance. An ellipse on a screen can be a circular disk/ 

tilted away from you? an illusion that is all the more 
convincing if it is shaded toward the receding side, a
visual cue that the mind picks up to solve a visually.

■
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ambiguous situation. If, however, the image is three 
dimensional and it can be seen that the object is indeed 
an ellipse in the plane and not a tilted disk then the 
shading becomes inconsequential to the perception of 
steroscopy because it conflicts with the much more 
convincing evidence of seeing directly that the object 
exists as an ellipse in one plane and not as a disk in 
another. The used of shading is how free from the service 
of helping to create a three dimensional analog to a two 
dimensional object and can now be employed to represent 
other information with less confusion of ambiguity.

Color shares a similar position in the black and 
White world of radiography; it is a degree of perceptual 
freedom that is not normally used. Pseudocolor processing, 
as originally introduced, sought to take advantage of this 
fact by encoding density differences into color 
differences. Although this is not strictly new information 
since density was already represented, the unfamiliarity 
of colors in this context coupled with the greater 
perceptual dynamic range of least-perceivable differences 
in color than in black and white allowed a choice of color 
substitution that improved the ability to distinguish small 
differences in density. .
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Unfortunately, pseudocolor was plagued with 

artifacts — primarily unwanted contouring effects. As a 
result of this, but partly because it would require re
learning the task of recognition and interpretation in 
terms of pseudocolor images— a good deal of work for a 
technique not yet proven— pseudocolor was not accepted 
by the radiology community and hence was. ultimately 
banished back to the lab.

Back in the lab, a second look reveals that perhaps 
pseudocolor was developed with insufficient attention to 
perceptual psychology. Although red, green and blue (RGB) 
seems at first to be the natural choice of separable 
components with which to construct an image (they are, 
after all, the three physically separable components of any 
color television image), assimilating information in 
terms of them is difficult for the human observer. The 
mind prefers, rather, the qualities of intensity, hue and 
saturation (IHS). In fact, when presented with an image 
and asked to relate to it in terms of RGB the observer 
encounters some difficulty in being specific in assigning 
the color Coordinates, it being necessary first to 
reinterpret the IHS coordinates the mind sees in terms of 
the RGB coordinates that form the basis of the information 
being displayed.



A simple transform which amounts to a reversible
eigenvector rotation into the IHS set of basis functions
can reorganize the data into a form geared more to the

35 35 37perceptual formats of the human observer ' ' Such
36 37a system has been proposed and implemented '

The concept of color (or any other sensory 
parameter as a degree of freedom usable for representing 
information not normally associated with it per se 
is a radical approach to perception. However, the human 
mind being as adaptable as it is, it may be possible to 
train observers to handle information in highly 
unconventional formats such as that suggested here, 
allowing use of the most sensitive sensory pathways for . 
transmission of information and minimization of the 
confusion due to the superposition of different or 
disparate information (such as in the circle/ellipse 
analogy above).



APPENDIX D

TUBE SPECTRA

The following are normalized plots of General 
Electric models of their tube spectra at 80 kVp and 
120 kVp. Although they were not used by us in construction 
of any models or in any calculations they are nevertheless 
included for completeness.
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